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Rationale*— Today, our nation la highly oonaoioua of the edu-
oatlonal TooationaJ. needa of Ita eitlzena. Ho longer do m aooept
the Idea that the ohild ahould ohooae hla oooupatlona hy the trial and
error method aa maa the rule in the early hiatory of our nation} nor
do -m hold irith the idea of reokleaa exploitation of our natural and
hman reaouroea* He are approaching a fuller realization of the
demooratio concept, the aaaentlal dignily asid moral worth of the indl-
ridual* The aoreening and refining of all himian talent in the nation
is rapidly gaining prcmlnenoe in the planning of the education for' all
Aaerioan youth.
Ho less important factor to be considered at this time in our
eduoational pattern than that of world leadership which has been thrust
upon the goverxment of these United States of inerioa. In this struggle
to protect the freedom*loTing people of the world, it beocmes apparent
that ignorance oan beocme one of oar greatest handicaps.
The national Association of Secondary-School IVinoipals has ooit-
tributed mvioh information along this line and has issued the following
statements <
Oar Country has the eapaoity and reaouroes for world leader¬
ship, To succeed in this responsibility, our nation should
remain strong in the following eharaotsristiost
1, Technical skill and {roductiwe oapaci-ty,
2, Boonomlc stability for all citizens,
S, Conmon loyalty to democracy,
4, Freedom dT thought amd expression.
1
2
5« An undarsttading of the people of the world.
6* Haalth, enBrgy, iategrily, end will to work.
If our xiation ia to be strong in these ohsrsoteristics, all
IxidiTiduals In our sooiety should be eduoated to the full extent
of their eapaoities. The state then will need to require all
youth to remain in sohool until high sohool graduation* and
teaehers* administrators and parents will be required to provide
a sohool in every area of our country edaioh will enable all
youth to be ecmpetent enmigh to contribute their respeotive
shares in making Aaerioa strong. The best test of a people* s
oapaoity to govern itself is the level of education of all its
eitizens.^
The follow-up program for graduates should make a oontribuUon
to the sohool by assisting in ourrioulum oonstruetion. Briokson points
out!
Since the sohool is oharged with the responsibility of in¬
ducting the immature into its eultinre* it is imperative that the
sohool administtation and its staff keep abreast of the eduoationa}
and vocational opportunities for the pupils and make periodie
studies of the activities of the alxmni. These studies should have
the following objeotivess (1) to evaluate the sohool program (2)
to determine needed ourrioulum ohanges* (8) to give additional
assistance to the graduates.^
Byolution of the R'oblem.— The writer was greatly disturbed by
the immediate migration or near exodus of the high sohool seniors of the
FVanklin County Sigh Schools upon graduation. Conferences and group
discussions dealing wildi plans for their future aotivities upon gradu*
ation revealed that the majority of the students were attempting to
make their oooupational ehoioes with very little assistance from
parents* teachers* or an aooepted oounseling agency. There was no
Sational Association of Seoondary-Sohool Principals* Plarmln/^ for
Aaerioan Youth (Washington* D. Sational Association of
Sohool Principals* 19S1* p. 2.
2
Clifford S. Briokson* A Basio Text for Guidance Workers (Uew
Yorkt Prentiee-Hall* 1947}* p. 21.
s
otirrent infcrmatlon pertftinlxig to thoir nost prossing quootion, "Ifhoro
nc^ -m go frcm horol* Tho ooToroneo of fanl^ tlog at this oarly og®
of thsir doTolopoont frltii insuffioiexit guldanoo and oounaoling mM
also squally disturbing* Tbaro was in oridenoo in many instanoos an
apparant futility oroatad ty frustration* This dilaana stimulatad tha
uritar to foal a naod for this reaaaroh*
This eonoorn is supportod by Brown who statasi
Another indieation of tha extant to which the Bagro Popu^
lation is being radiatributed* and a ramindar of the national
signifioanoa of tha idiola situation* is to be found in tha
xumbar and peroantaga of Hagroas liring in regions other than
those in whioh they ware born* In 1930 lass than 1 par oanb
of tha Bagroas living in tha South ware born outside tha region#
but store than half tha Bagroas living in the Borth and 'Kist ware
born • and often raaohad siaturity • in tha South* In 1930*
nearly a million and half aouthbr»*born Bagroas ware living in
tha Borth*
The interstate Migration figures are even store striking*
Mora than ona-fourth of tha Bagroas in tha United States in 1930
ware living in uaae State other than tha one in whioh they war#
boriu The paroantagas by States of those who ware bom alsawhera
varied froit a little store than Z par eant in South Carolina to
store than 69 par eant in Ifest Virginia and t he Distriat of
ColvBbia* On tha whole* about 3 million nativa-bcnrn Bagroas in
1930 ware living outside the States in whioh they ware born*^
Baavy outmigration sinea 1940 has out sharply into the population
of rural Georgia Counties* Montgaaery im an artiela writes thati
Tears of gradual ohanga in this state*s two most important
inooBte-produoing livelihoods* agrioultira and industry* suddaxily
have piokad up a fantastio momentum that is exerting an anosssous
impaoa on Georgia's aoonamgit* Daoadas of nomal evolution have
been oomprassad into a lightning-like revolution in barely seven
years*
1 ^ “
Ina Ctrrine Brown* Sooio-Beonomio ihMnroaoh to Edueatio»*l
Problems (Vashingtont Federal Saourity Aga^y* I^* S* Offioa of
Eduoation* 194S)* p* 23*
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At the tisoee time, thousande of Georgiane depexaiont on the toil
for a liring have heen dieplaoed by the purehas# and eonversiou
of crop land by private intereete and by federal aoreage alloteents
coll bank programe that have taken hundreda of thouaanda of
fam aorec out of produotioxu At least 100«000 Georgians (nigra*
tion population estinatee indloate evennore) have left a
total of 95 of the state's rural eounbies sinoe 1940 - vrith a
majority of the moves apparently made einoe the vrar*^
Contribution to Bduoational Knowledge« Theory of Rraotiee*—Sinoe
sooic^ demaxids that our modern imsrloan schools be held aoootxntable
not only for training the ohlld in suoh skills as eonmunioation and
oomputation but also for a major part of the personal* sooial and
vocational oompetenoe that every young person is suppose to develop*
this study mill have signlfioanoe as it reflects to vhat extent the
school is keeping pace vrith the educational and vooational needs of tbs
high school gradxuites of Franklin County* Georgia* This study has not
been done before* Other oontributions of thik study are based on the
assumptions that it vrillt
1* Yield data that mill indloate the degree to vhioh the currieultin
adequately meets the needs of its students* vrhere the needd mere
not adequately met* and suggest irays and means of modification
and revision so as to increase the effectiveness of the
. eurriottlm in providing for the educational azid vocational needs
of the students of FTanklin County* Georgia*
Z* To encourage cooperative research on a regional or state*uide
basis to determine to what extent high school graduates felt
that their training had enabled them to make effective edu*
oational and vooational deoisions*
Statement of the Rroblem*— The problem involved in this study was
to determine the extent to which the graduates of the Ifegro High Schools
i —
Jim llontgomery* 95 Counties Hit by Migration from Farms to
Factories (Atlantal Atlanta Constitution* i^il SOVIsST)* p* 34*
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of Franklin County, Georgia felt that their eduoational and Tooational
needs nere met during the period of 1946-19C7*
Idaitations of the Study#— There sere two basio limitations to
this research, namely, the extent to adiioh all graduates and employers
were not eontaoted azkd^or would not pairtioipate, and thereby giye a
uniTorsal portrayal of the effeotiTeness of the eduoationaJ. and Tooa*
tiozuil program of the Hegro Schools of Fk*anklin County, Georgiai auid
(b) the extent, to ahioh the respondents to the qoestionxudres and those
persons interviewed were not able to give an objeotiwe appraisail of
the eduoational and Tooational progresi or the extent to vAiioh the in¬
dicated opinions did not represent the true beliefs of the respondents'*
Purpose of the Study*— The major purpose of this study was to
determine the extent to vhioh graduates of -(he Negro High Schools of
PrnaJclin County, Georgia felt that -the school provided experiences
-which were adequate for meeting their eduoational and vocational needs*
Uore speoifioally, the purpose of this researeh is eharao-berised
qualitatively and quantitati-vely by separate statements vdiioh follow
below*
1* To ascertain the extent to -idiich .the eduoational and vocational
program of the fVanklin County Negro High bohools eontributed
to the oooupatiozial trai||lng and success of Negroes in Franklin
County, Georgia*
2* To ascertain to what extent the graduates of -the Tt'anklin Coun-fy
Negro High Schools were prepared to earn a li-vii^*
8* To ascertain what occupational oppor-bunities were available to
Negroes in FVauoklin Coun-ty, Georgia*
4* To determine the scope azid nature of probable modifications of
the eduoational and vocational progrem of Franklin County Negro
Schools irtiioh may serve more adequately the needs of the
Negro students of Franklin Coujxty, Georgia*
6
5a To ascertain in tiiat oooupationa the graduates oT the Hsgro
agh Schools of Franklin County, Georgia are actually engaged.
6* To determine what course of action as deriwd
search can the Franklin County Segro ffigh Schools t^
implementing its program to meet the eduoational and Tooational
needs of its graduates*
7* To formulate whaterer implioations, if axqr, for eduoational
theory and pr^otioe as may he derired frcm the analysis and
interpretation of this data*
Definition of Terms,— The following terms are signifieant to
this study and are defined ais followst
1* "Eduoational Heed,* as used in this study, refers to the extent
to adiioh the high sohool graduates are prepared to succeed in
further study*
2* "Vooational Seed,” as used in this study, refers to t he extent
to whieh the high sohool graduates are prepared to succeed in
an occupation or reoation without ftirther study*
8* "Currioults,* as used in this study, refers to all the ex*
perlenoes provided for the child hy. the school*
4* *Follov-up," as used in this study, refers to a serfioe in*
tended to seoure information about high sohool graduates *nti
to proride continuing eduoational services to pupils after
they have ocmpleted high school*
R»ooedure*** The gathering, analysing, interpreting and presenting
of -tile data followed the pattern below*
1* A survey of related literature pertinent to this study was made
and suomarised in written fom*
2* Officials and others directly concerned with the sohool programreceived explanations of the purposes of the study iasorddv to
get their cooperation*
8* A questionnaire was eonstruoted and ralidated under the oos*
petent supervision of the faculty members of the School of
Education*
4* Cmpilation of a list of the graduates of the Hegro High Schoolsof Franklin County, Gecrgia for the period of 1946*1957 was made*
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5* Th# questionnaires txiii/w intenriews s»re iteinistered to the
graduates and husiness firms* respeotirely* In. order to obtain
tbs neeessaiy data for the fulfiUjoaent of the study*
6* ^bs data obtainsd through the questionnaires and Interviews
were assembled into appropriate tables and figures! and
statistioally and/or logically treated by the purposes of this
study*
7* The findings* oonslusions* implioations and reoommendatlona
gtemming frcm the analysis and interpretation of the data were
presented in the final thesis fom as prescribed by the fohool
of Education of Atlanta nniversily*
Svirvey of Related Literature*— A review of the literature
pertinent to this thesis revealed that many studies of this nature have
been made and have appeared in educational periodicals or in the fom
of thesis* 7he literature related to this study will be presented
under the following oaptionst (1) Philosophy of vocational education*
(2) Followup and related studies* (3) Snplioatioxis for currioulisn
planning*
Philosophy of Yooational Bd\»eation*-«» Significant statements on
the philosophy of vocational education are foxuid in the excerpts below*
The iype of problems and tensions in the envisonoent are responsi*
ble for the beliefs we hold in regard to education* Brin states*
* * * The human being is active* dynamic* striving* He is
an energy system* the equilibrim of idiioh is easily disturbed*
Once disturbed tbs organism seeks to achieve the condition that
will relieve this tension* The individual* then* is dominated
by some urge to action* He is a goal seeking being and finds
satisfaction in the successful achieving of his purposes**
The Committee on the Georgia Currioulma framework in developing a
currioulta philosophy expressed it thusly*
i — ^
C* C* Brin* The Changing Currioulua* (Bew York* 0* APP^ton-
Century Company* Inc** 1937;* p* 35*
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Georgia ie one of the faeteet growing center* of industry in
the nation. I>uring the last two decade* there hare been extensive
changes in nany aspects of living * and the changes continue apace.
The results of the rural-urban shifts in population^ the mechani¬
sation of farmings improvestezits in traxisportation and communication
atcmio energy* and war are well knomu These changes bring new
needs as well as new resources to our people - demanding new skills
in order that they may adjust to changing valxies and msBe the most
of new opportunities. All this must be feflected in the school
program.*
Hays in speaking of vocational Education states that*
Vocational Education in some form has* of necessity* existed since
2
the beginning of hman life on earth.
Bell in pointing out the essential funotion of vocational education*
focuses attention on its rightful place in the ourriculua of the school.
In doing so be statesi
Vocational education is not a field of study primarily designed
for the academically maladjusted. Certain of the vocational fields
of study provide a lype of direct experieno* in which students
lacking in academic Interest and Verbal adaptabili'ty may find re¬
latively more satisfaction and greater success than they would find
in an academic program.
Vocational education is far from being an isolated part of the
school's prograa* but an essential part of it; and that vocational
education* of a broad nature* is needed* and in evezy school to
the extent of its resources* has a biziding obligation to provide
it.®
Jacobson*' Logsdon and Bieavis also assert the importable of vooa-
tiozial educatiozu In giving their verslozis reported!
State Departmezzt of Education* Cuz*rioubua Frmework for Georgia
Schools* (Atlanta; State Departmezzt of Education* 1954}* p. 1.
2
Howard H. Bell* Matching Youth and Jobs* (iKashington; Aaerioan
Couzjcil on Education* 1940}* p. 187.
8
Arthur B. Mays* Rriziciples azid ftractices of Vocational Education.
(Hew York; McGraw Hill Book Conpany* 1948)* p. 15.
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The reasoae for Tooatioaal information are to acquaint tto
atudenba wi-ai the fields of Icnowled^ hasio to general education,
acquaint them irith the opportunities and requirements ^ .
pational life, and to prepare them for a better understanding of
oooupational problems*
Similiar beliefs are hold by Johnson, on the need for rooational
education irho assertst
That general and Tooational eduoation are ocmplimentors, not
ocmpetitors, each oompliments the other* The stadent to be
effeotire as a worker requires a happy home life, the abiliiy to
ocmmunioate, and the ability to work with other people t and the
same student, to be effective as a citizen and as a person needs
to earn a liTelihood in a rooation adapted to his partioular
abilities, goali, and interests*^
Derthiek further strengthens the oause for rooational edusation
in an address delivered to the AF&A Convention on 'Guidance and tba
Nation's Needs** In a eomparative description of two national school
i^stems, he sayst
Russian schools, like many in European eounttief, give
primary attention to the high abili'ty students, and the rest are
washed out along tbd way* In imeriea, there is no suoh oalou-
lated and ruthless attrition; strong efforts are made to seek
out each child's ttlent and develop it to the fullest* Despite
statements to the contrary and claims of eduoation for the masses,
Russia's eduoatlonal system is definitely designed to foster a
oaste-like stratifioation of society, vhioh is the antithesis of
demoorasy* In imeriea, the schools have beooae a major tool in
breaking down class barriers*
In eonneotion with TocationsJ eduoation and our nation's further,
Derthiek presents this challenge to our schools*
1
Paul B* Jacobson, Tillisms C* Reavis, and James D* Logsdon, Diities
of Schools Mnoipals (Naw Torki ft-entice-Ball, Inc*, 1940), p* 245*
2
B* Lemar Johnson, General Education in Action (Hew Yorks
1952), p* •
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He must also remember that the requirements of our people
our goverxinent in the years to oome must be fulfilled by a
pool of Tory restriotive manpowsr# let me oite only one example
to dramatise the situation. Today have seme 2.8 million 18
year olds in our total population of 170 millioxu By contrast,
in 1940 me had 132 million and 2.5 million 18 year-olds. Teenty-
three years from now, in 1980, it is estimated that our population
will number about 260 million. Yet there will be fewer than 2.3
million persons 40 years of age - an age at which it can be ex¬
pected that maiy will have begun to assume leadership positions.
This means an almost insonBoirable scarcity in the leadership age
groups 20 to 25 years henoe.^
There has been much controversy on the meanixig and the plaoe of
. Yooutional Education in the public schools of our nation* Begardlng
the significance of vocations. Mays sayst
Among the basic Institutions of civilised society one of the
most significant is vocation. Upon the continuing success of
this institution depends the existence of all others. The home,
the state, the church, the school, and the courts of Justice are
all supported by the vooatioxu of the people. If the population
a community, or of a naton. is improperly distributed among
the essential vocations, every aspect of eommuni'ty or natloxial
life suffers. Furthemore. wbsr4 progress of the vocations is
retcurded, all other social instltutiozis are foui^ to be unr*
progressive, and all human life remains on a low level. Bence,
it is important that every generation look well to the proper
development of vocations and that the institutions vocation be
generedly regarded as basic and of major concern to society.^
In reference to tiie historical backgrouzid of modern vocational
education:in the United States, Mays further states!
Vocational education in some form has. of necessi-ty, existed
since the beginning of human life on earth. To perpetuate life,
the young must learn the means of sustaining it. Doubtless the
young of primitive hmaaity acquired their life-sustaining
knowledge and skills through unconscious initation of the actions
^Lawrence G. Derthlok. TJ. S. Commlssionsr of Education. "Guidstnee. .
and the ITation's Hseds." American Personnel and Guidance Association.
Personnel and Guidance Journal. (Washington.D.C., October. 1958). p.l07.
2
Arthur B. Mays. IVinoiples and IVactices of Vocational Education
(Hew York* UcGraw-Bill Book Cempazy. 1948). p. 1.
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of their elders* Very early ia the development of wganlMd
sooie-ty* however, such skills sad knowledge were deliberately
taught to youth by the tribal elders* The meaM employed ^re
direct instruction by youth in the -initiation" ceremonies. ^
conscious imitation b^ youth while attempting to engage in adult
activities* This last mode of learning is so closely akin to
apprenticeship that it may be directly called a primitive form of
it* la civilised life from the earliest times simple foras of
apprenticeship have undoubtedly been iiie chief means of giving
vocational education, though it ia probable that during very
early periods of hvman hiatcay schools of some sort were con-
dtaoted for those srtxo were destined for the priestly vocations*
That such schools existed among the ancient Egyptians and the
Hebrews seems certain, and it is not improbable tluit they
existed among oiher early pebples* Thus by means of schools
various forms of apprenticeship, man has tranmnitted from
generation to generation the knowledge and skills necessary to
sustain life and to carry on the world*s work**
Follow*‘^p and Related Studies*-*» The follow-up service is intended
to secure information about former pupils, and to provide continuing
services to pupils after they leave school* Many schools are pro¬
viding these studies regularly* Erug reports*
Many high schools have conducted follow-up studies of their
school-lefvers* These studies are designed to furnish data on
the immediate post-school adjustment of youth to problems of
employment, further education, family living, health, etc*, and
to get at the opinion of those young adults regarding the ex¬
perience to their ability to deal with these' problems* Again,
while case history procedures ore probably the most desirable to
use the local circumstances my limit the study to tbs use of
inguiry blanks* Mhile these are subjective Judgements, they
undoubtedly call attention to problems which can be discussed by
faculty, administration, lay people and youth in the school* buoh
material should be useful in studying not only the purposes of the
school, but also the relative emphasis in the various phases ofthe all-school progtam*^
1
Arthur B, Mays, ^* clt., pp, 16-16*
2
Edward km Erug. Curriculum Planning
Brothers Publishers. 1950J. p* 266* ”
(Hew York* Barper emd
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On disonsftlng the importance of the follow-up study in evaluatiiag
the results of the work of the school in training for life actirities.
Humphreys and Traxler states
There are a maaber of important reasons why & high school or
college should gather information about its former studdats* both
drop-outs and graduates* First* this information will indicate
the ashieTsments of these former students* achievements that are
due in part to their school or college ircdxilng*
Second* employing this information* the educational insti¬
tution can conduct studies of the relationships between the
traixiizig given these former students and the use that they later
made of this training*
In addition to the Information collected through follow-up
studies* a chhool can ccmplle useful local occupational infor¬
mation by means of surveys* ^hus* over a period of time* the
school becomes better acquainted with the occupational oppor¬
tunities for the school leavers in the local ocmmunity (local
jobs* requirements for certain jobs* rates of pay* trend in the
demand for workers - those seeking their first jobs)*^
A five^rear follow-up study prepared by the Department of
Guidanoe and the Department of I'estlng and Instructional Besearch and
their Committees of the Fordson axul Dearborn High t^hool Greuluates
conducted in 1950 revealedt
That the classes of 1938* 1941* 1944* 1947 and 1948 had
5*957 members* of whom 1285 sent replies* When asked how they
felt about their schools* they rated their employment* as
exeellenti counseling-guidance* insufficient! classroom Interest*
needed more democratic procedures! training-job agreement*
excellent! job^ satisfaction* excellent! recreation* naed more
individual sports**
In connection with the Importance of the follow-up study* Leonard
saysI
^ ^J* Anthony Hmphreys and irthur B* Traxler* Guidance Services
(Chicagot Science Research Associates* Inc** 1954)* pp* 214-215*
2
James A* lewis* Road Test Facts (Dearborns DepartmexJb of
Guidance, Testing and Instrvmtlonal Research* 1950)* p* 6*
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I^riodio ohBoking on the effeotiTeneae of the aohool adll
indicate plaoea i»here Improvement ia neoeaaary# Pointa of
atrength nill he revealed irhich ought to he oontinu*d* Thie ia
ocmparahe to huaineaa eatahliahmenba vhioh take inventoriea to
aee how well their atook haa aold and what profita have been
made* Eduoatora, too need to take atook to aee how well their
methoda have auoeeeded* The approach ia oonatruotive and forward
looking in ita acope*^
iLaderaon ewd Berming found that it ia not aafe to aaaune that the
moat intelligent or gifted high aohool graduate will attend college*
Their findinga ahowt
That geography and eoonmio reaouroea of the family are aa
2
cloaely related to college attendaaioe aa ia intellectual fitneaa*
In obtaining information relative to the nature of the vocational
ohoioea of Begro youth* Barriaon foundt
That Hegro youth do not deaire to uae the occupational
experienoea of their fathera aa a haaia for occupational adjuat-
ment* There waa a tendency tar Begro youth to aeleot profeaaional
occupation beyond their abilitiea* and to ignore employment
opportunitiea*^
In a atudy of the graduatea of Boley High School* Boley* Oklahcma*
covering a period of five yeara* Martin foundt
That 45*1 per cent of the graduatea* approximately one-half
had failed to continue training* Be foiuid that there were three
contributing factora tor not continuing training* ^heae factcra
were marriage* inadequate finance a and employment for the
purpoae of e turning a living**
J* Paul Zeonard* Developing the Secondary Curriculum (Bew Yorki
1949)* p* 490*
2
. G* leater Anderaon and Theodore J* Berming* "TOiat Eappena to BighSchool (hraduateat** Bducatlon Digeat. VII (January* 1942)* pp* 9-11*
3
E* C* Bhrriaon* "See Bhat They Chooae*” Oooupationa*
(January* 1952)* pp* 277-279.
Mack Ebnry Martin* Jr.* "A Follow-Up Stu^y of the Boley mghSchool Graduatea* 1925-1935 Incluaively." Unpubliahed Maater'a Theaia*
School of Education* Atlanta Univeraity* 1942* p. 30*
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la a study of ths Isabel High School, Youxig and Bolmaa reported*
That the feoulty of the Isabel High School, Isabel, Qklahcma
decided to conduct a folloir-up study to secure infomatioa on
how well the cosuBon needs of its beys cuid girls iwre being met*
The fsoully planned and selected a steering cemmittee conposed
of neiabers from each depwhBent of the school* ^he instrument
was prepared giwen to all the seniors presently enrolled aM
a selected number of greuiuates* The responses to the questions
were checked and rerisions were made irtiere difficul'fy of inter¬
pretation was rewealed* This study ooTwred a period of fi-ve
years* There were 124 questions an 68*16 per cent of the
graduates returned the questionnaires* Problems of citizenship,
htae mmbership, health, self-realization, worthy use of leisure¬
time, purehasing goods and serrices, and earning a liwing smre
considered* It was concluded that the results were most re-
wealing and that the follow-up study is a desirable approach to
the eraluation of school effectiweness in meeting the common needs
of youth* It was further concluded that this study was a pilot
stuc^ which could lead to fiirther study and curriculum revision
as problems built in all directions during the study*^
In a stuc^ of the Winchester High School, Honroe, North Carolina
for the period of 1933-1943 to gain information regarding the academic
and occupationdl careers of the graduates, Crowder found*
That 67*14 per cent of the graduates had done advanced study
and were employed* however, it was revealed that most of ths
graduates who had done advanced study had occupations in field
for which they were not trained*^
In a follow-up study of ihe graduates of Washington Street High
School, Covington, to determine the extent to which the educational.
vocational and social needs were met during the period of 1943-1953,
Clements found that in regard to making wise vocational choices that*
1
Bajnnond J* Toung and Woodrow Holman, "Follow—Up* Hew Variety,"
The Clearing House« 2ZVIII (January, 1964), pp* 295-297*
2
Alphondus Calvin Crowder, "A Follow-Up Study of the Graduates of
Winohestor High School frem 1933-1943 Inclusive*" UnpubliShsd Master's
Thesis, School of Education, Atlanta University, 1948, p* 35*
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Ox» or 1 per oeixt of the male graduate and 1 ^ l^r cent
of the female graduate* reoeived all or almost all ^
ms needed! 3 or 6 per cent of the male graduates and 5 r pe
oent of the female graduate* reoeived considerable, ^
enough of the help that mas needed! 10 or 16 per centgradates and 22 or 23 per oent of the female graduat^ "
seme of the help that mas needed! and 46 or 76 per oent of the
male graduate* and 67 or 70 per eenb of the female graduates re-
oeiwd little or none of the help that mas needed in making aise
Tooational ohoioes,^
In a surtey of the graduate* of Woodrow Wilson High Sohool,
Washington, D. C, to select new factor* worthy"of being assimilated
into previously well planxmd order of learning, Crawford founds
Of the 508 graduate* who were sent questionnaires, 424 cr
83 per oent of them returned questionnaires* It was revealed
that 55 per oent of the graduates ware attending sohool full
time 4 per oent were working full time and attending sohool
part time* She found that less than 2 per oent of the girls
entered nurse training and less than 1 per oent entered teachers*
colleges* Thirly-six per oemt of the beys and on* girl ware in
the armed services* Engineering, soiezne, medicine, nursing,
secretarial work, armed services, language and heme eoonciaios
ware the seven most frequently ohosen fields, with engineering
ranking highest and soienoe second*
Of the 424 graduates idio returzmd the questionnaires,
Crawford found that 85 per oent rated their high sohool as fairly
suffioienfc with a majorily of them feeling that it was very
helpful* Poor stu^y habits, poor bollege preparation, poor
English background, poor matfamoaatioal background, and choice of
the wrong subjects were the main reasons given by graduates who
felt that their high school education was inadequate*^
1
Robert L* Clements, "A Pollow-Hp Study of the Qraduato* of
Washington Street High School, Covington, Georgia to Determine the
Extent td Which Educational, yooational and Social Needs Tfere Met
During the Period, 1943-1953.’* Unpublished Master's Thesis, Sohool of
EdTioation, Atlanta University, 1954, p* 94*
2
Jane E* Crawford, "A Survey of High Sohool Graduate* of 1942,■The School Review* LIII (September, 1942), pp* 44-49*
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in analysis of a series of follow-ap studies lAth significant
fasts Tias Blade by Eothney and Mooren whioh revealed*
!• Graduates of high sohools in industrial oommunities tend to
respond faster to folloir-up requests for information than
graduates of sohools located in agrieultural areas*
2* Subjects who have received extensive individual attention
respond faster than those idio have not*
S* Subjects who have been interviewed frequently in a eounseling
program those who have sought fur'tiier counseling respond
Biore quickly than those who have not*
4* Girls respond faster than boys*
5* Subjects who raxiked highest in their olMses tend to respond
faster than the loamr scoring students*
6* Subjects idio score high on intelligence test respond faster
than the lowering students*
7* Those subjects who are continuing education beyond high school
respond more quickly than those who enter employment*
8* Of employed subjects* those who eu:e in the higher limit Jobs
respond faster than subjects idio are employed at unskilled Jobs*
9* Those subjects who report satisfaction with their post-school
activity respond more quickly than those irtio are dissatisfied*
10* Youth who had been uncertain about their vocational choice
durizig the last month of senior high school did not reply as
quickly as those who had indicated definite plans for post-
school activities*
11* Youth from broken homes tend to be slower in response
others*^
A study of the graduates of the Peabody High **ehool. Dodge County,
Kastman, Georgia to determine the extent to whioh the vocational,
educational and social needs were being adequately met, )&}Griff found*
£ - —
John W, Eothney and Robert L. Mooron, ■Sampling Problems inPollow-Up Research,* Occupations. IXI (May, 1952), pp, 875-587*
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That thi present curricular offerings of the Bsabody High
School do not proride high school pupils with vocational plaoe-
menty and guidance experiences to aid in direction sxifficient
to prepare the pupil to moot with axy degree of adequacy the ^
nseds for earning a living sifter graduation from high school*
Implications for Curriculum Revision or Modification*— ‘•‘■'he school
should engage in evaluative studies in order to keep abreast •with the
trends of education* In oom3eotion •with this idea Stratemeyer*
Forkner and MoEim sta-tet
Evsduation is an integral part of curriculum development*
Curriculum de-velopment suod curriculum evaluation must be
continuous* As conceived in this study* curriculum development
is ne-ver static; nor is sound evaluation something one does
today or perlodiosdly* but rather adiat one does in relation to
e'Teiy sl'tuation in which boys and girls are learning* A
curriculum idiioh is based on life situations growing out of 'the
needs* In'berests and concerns of the learners must necessarily
be evaluated in terms of life activities as they are partioi*
pa'ted in from day to day by boyi and girls* by teachers and
administrators* by parents and employers*^
Sven though vocation education has made revolutionary strides
in the United Sta'bes* l^ers points out;
Although vocational education has shown magnificant de'velop)**
ment in this country during the -twentieth century* the recent
years have revealed the need for a voca-tional education capable
of equiping the individual with a wider scope of activity* idiioh
will* at the seme time enable him to grasp the social implications
of his work*®
^* T* MoGriff* *A Follow-Up S-tudy of the Graduates of Beabody High
School, Dodge Cbtwty, Eastman, Georgia* 1953-1957** Unpublished Master's
Thesis* School of Education* Atlemta University, 1987, p* 122*
2
Florence Stratemeyer, Hemden Forkner, and Margaret MoKlm,
Developing a Curricultan for Modern Living (New York! 1950), p* 614*
3
Adolph B* %ers. The Development of Education in the Twentieth
Oon.tury (Hew York* Prentice Hail, 1952), p* 400*
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In comwction ^dth ourrieuluo modification or revisions* Butter-
irorth and Dawson state t
The school which is alert to its responsihili-ty fdr meeting
the needs of youth is engaged oontinously in the process of
curriculum reorgamiration* But whether there is continuous
planning, or relatively little planning, every school should have
periods of "Stoclctaking* for re-examining its philosophy and
curriculum to the end that its respurees Itay be used most
effectively*^
In thinking in terms of the needs of the natibn for hisaan re¬
sources in the critical fields, Derthick scyst
Each year, 200,000 of o\ir brightest minds stop with their
high school diplomasj 60,000 others yearly drop out before
completing high school - boys and girls who could be teachers,
doctors, scientists and leaders in industry and goverment fall
to realise their highest potentiality for themselves and our
country* Thousands more sAio might not be lathers but who in
their own way have an extremely valuable contribution to make
to sooie-^, are likewise selling themselves and society short
by dropping out of school*^
The late Senator Walter F* George in speaking on "Vocational
Education as a Major Hope for the Victory of Freedom,* among others
made this statements
It is sheer realism in my opinion to claim that in vocational
education lies a major hope for the victory of freedom that with
resolute and stout hearts we must guarantee to our oitisens of the
future*®
1 —
Julian B* Butterworth and Howard A* Dawson, The Modern Bural




Sexxator Walter F* George, "Vocational Education, A Major Hope
for the Victory of Freedom," Anerican Vocational Journal. Volume 31,
Humber 9, (December, 1956), p* 5*
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The late Dudely JU Hughes, speaking on Tocatihnal education. Bakes
this oontributioni
The greatest resource of any nation is the undereloped skill
and Tooational possibilities of its population • • • Vocational
training is especially needed to preyent waste of human labors
which is the most destruotiTS form of extravagance of which a
nation can bo guilty*^
The school today should provide experience which will help
students to live more effectively in an adult world* Boosing states!
Bducation is best achieved in rolatifinship to immediate and
ompelling problems that face the individual in the here and nx>w*
As ths learner is enabled to discover and understand the nature
of the problems that press upon him and develop competencies to
solve them, the best preparation for his present living is
achieved* Educators now recognise the essential characteristics
of adulthood are achieved during adolescence* It is important,
therefore, to keep in mind that adulthood is being achieved
during adolescence*^
In a discussion of occupations, industries and guldemce, ISoCully
states!
Counseling with respect to occupational and educational goals
is an attempt to facilitate the vocational adjustment of an
individual by providing him with a special series of experiences
and personal an occupational data which will enable him to deepen
his understanding of himself in relation to significant aspects
of the particular envlronnent in which he will live and work* The
information pz^sented * * * will help the eounselor to illuminate
for the individual certain of the economic sectors which comprise
part of this significant enviroment, and it should therefore con**
tribute to the achievement of more effective vooatlonal and
educational decisions*^
j ——
Senator Walter F« George, op, eit*, p* 6*
Halson Z<* Bossing, I¥inclples of Secondary Education (Hew Yorkt
IVentioe Hall, 1949), p* 326* ' ' '
3
C* Harold MoCully, Occupations and Industries in the South
Atlyitio Sta-tos, VA Phamphlet 7-75, (l^ashington! Ignited ^tate Department
of Labor, 1955), p* 5*
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The Curriculum of many schools is designed for college preperation.
Less than half of the graduates of the secondary school enter college.
Grosser points outt
As never before progressive educators* and particularly
those engaged in vocational education* are being asked to propose
material of more value to that long neglected army of youth who*
whsn they leave school* go to work and not to college. In a
sense these requests constitute a more or less direct suggestion
that critics of what is being taught either propose something
better in its plaoe or cease to object, la the lift of full-time
school attendance rises toward age eighteen* this problem will
become more acute.^
The primary objective of the guidance progrem is to help youth
make wise use of their opportunities. Ill other objectives are
subordinated to helping students. Froehlich in commenting on this
ultimate objective* states<
The guidance program must conduct research to obtain data
needed to discharge its functions. Follow-up studies and
ocmmunity occupational surveys are among the most important
guidance researches. But their findings have implications for
the total school as well as the guidance program. 'Rhehever the
guidance research activities yield data of import to others*
counselors have an obligation to share their findings.^
In elaborating on certedn aspects of the problems of youth as they
relate partiouleirly to the oitrriculun* Gaynn* makes this contribution!
It is evident that the secondary schools have far to go in
adjusting their programs to meet the guidance and occupational
problems of youth. As regards vocational education* curriculjiB
workers should be thinking in terms of a closer ooxuection anong
such agencies as the school* the ocmmunity* labor* capitej. and
1 —
Charles Allen IVosser* Secondary Education and Life (Cambrideei
Harvard University IVess* 1959)* pp. 1-2.
2
J. Minor Gwynn* Ourrioultm IVinoiples and Social Trends
(New Yorks The Maomillw Ccmpany* 1950;* p. 53l.
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industry, agencies of ths Federal gowm^,
emplc^enb agencies, and private S
The secondary school should thinking more directly in terms of
apprenticeship training of one type or another for many school
youth and out-of-sohool youth who desire to have work, but are
unable to get it because they are not prepared to perform it.
If 009 knows how to perfcma his work well, there is still a
fine art in getting ahead on the Job ty doing a little more than
you are paid to do, and by doing the work a little better than
the other workers*^
Burton and Brueokner in listing reasons to show the necessity for
continuous curriculum reorganization, statei
Ths one fundamental reason for curriculum revision stands
out staokly. Currieulums must be under constant revision in
(urder to keep pace with the constantly ohaxiging needs of the
individual and aooleiy* Education is one of the basic institu¬
tions and social forces through which society and civilisation
are perpetuated, and through which the individual may realize
his own unique possibilities* Education is to introduce succeeding
generations into the culture surrounding them, prepare them to
live within it, and more important, prepare them to participate
in improving that culture* i^ocialy is not fixed and eterhmlj it
is dynamic and emergent* Inventimns, social and mechanical, new
alignments of weailth and power, change the structure of society*
Old needs and activities disappear; new ones emerge*
"fundamentals" of an education for participation in a simple,
isolated, pioneer, agrarian society, are futile as preparation
for participation in a co&plex. Interdependent, urbanized,
industriaJL, civilization* The "SB's" are am important but email
part of the truly necessary "fundamental" ourrieulvm*
Currieulums have always laigged behind the needs of society,
behind scientific knowledge about how to meet those needs* The
lag does not matter much during settled, sterile periods, but
beocmes of very great importance in times of crisis in civilization*
Survival of civilization could conceivably bo involved* fievision
of the currioulm could easily become the eriticad factor in the
"race between education and disaster*"^
J* Minor Gwynn, Ourrieulon Principles and Social Trends (Hew
Yorki The Macmillan Ccmpary, i960;, p* 63’i*'"
2
William H* Burton and Leo J* Breocknew, Supervision a Socieil
^qoess (Hew York* Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc*, 1955), p* 697*
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Surag*!*— From the surrey of pertinent literature the following
significant information is presented*
1* That the hcaiEui being is an organism that is aotire* dynamic and
striring* Be is a goal-seeking being and finds satisfaction
in the successful achieving of his purposes* The modern day
rural-urban shifts in population* the meohsmisation of farming*
improvements in tremsportation and eonmunioation* atcmio energy
demands new skills that must be reflected in the sehool progrem*
2* The summary of related literature to vocationsil education
revealed that*
Vocations^ education in some form has, of necoesily* existed
sixxse the beginning of human life on earth* To perpetuate life*
the young must learn the mesms of sustaiJiing it* Upon the con¬
tinuing success of the vocations depends the existence of all
others* The heme* the state* the church* the school* and the
courts of Justice are all supported ly the vocations of the
people* If the population of a oemmunity* or of a natibn* is
improperly distributddgsmong the essential vocations* every as¬
pects of oommuni-ty or national life suffers*
3* The svmmary of literature relatdd to the follow-up studies
revealed thatt
The follow-up study is gaining extensive interest by individuals
and groups* This fom of research is presenting needed infor¬
mation about its former studedbs* both drop-outs and graduates*
This information will indicate the achievements of these former
23
studeribs* aohieTements that are largely due to their eohool or
eollege tralniog*
4* The summary of literature related to implioationa for ourrieulum
planning rerecded thats
With the rapid changes that are taking plaoe« it beooDies
imperatiTS that the eurrioulon of the school be under constant
revision in order to Iceep pace nith the constantly changing
needs of the individual and society*
CMPTER II
PRESENIATION AND ANALTSIS OF DATA
Introduetory Statement«—-The purpose of this chapter is to present and
analyze the data gaiiiered from the permanent records of the graduates of
the Franklin County High Schools, Franklin County, Georgia from 19li6 to
1957* In addition, this chapter is designed to present and analyze the
data gathered from the responses of 9$ of the graduates irho returned usable
questionnaires properly executed*
Socio-Economic Background of the Study*—Franklin County is located in
the upper Northeastern part of Georgia on the Piedmont Plateau, forming a
portion of the boundary of Georgia and South Carolina* It is further
bounded on the north by Stephens County, on the east by Hart County and the
Savaimah River, on the south by Madison County and on tiie irest by Banks
County* It is in the Tenth Congressional District, the 31st State Senatori¬
al District and the Northern Judical District* Its drainage is dominated
by the Broad River and its tributaries, Hudson River, Nails Creek, Middle
Fork and North Ford* The extreme Northeastern part of the county is drained
by "the Tugalo River* The county represents a rolling plateau, ranging in
elevation from 700 to 9^0 feet* The plateau surface is nearly everywhere
covered by a deep soil which is constantly being formed by the weathering
and disintegration of the hard rocks beneath*
The Franklin Coxinty Agrictiltural Program Planning Committee in its
bulletin, ’’Franklin Coionty Agricultural Program for 1957-1961," states i
The wisdom of o\u* forefathers in choosing the name
"Franklin" for our county becomes more pronounced as the
years go by* Benjamin Franklin (for whom Franklin County
was named) was 78 years of age when Franklin County was
created* He lived six years longer*
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The County iras once as large as the State of Rhode
Island* She has contributed territory to form all or
part of the counties of Clarke> Jackson> Walton^ Gwinnett^
Habersham^ Banks> Barrow, Madison, Oconee and A^erson
County in South Carolina
According to the 195U Census of Agriculture as reported by the United
States Department of Agricultxu^t
Franklin County ranks 115th in size In the state, with
a total area of 172,160 aci*es* About seyen'^ighths of the
total area was covered by 1,713 farms which average 87
acres each, 110 farms under 10 acres and 3 faimis over 1,000
acres* Franklin ranked ninth in number of broilers sold
and income from livestock* The 195U sales of poultxy and
poultxy products were more than 60 times the amount l5 years
earlier* Beef cattle, dairy cattle, swine and poultry
enterprises all contribute significantly to the high live¬
stock receipts* Cotton was the main cash crop but a size¬
able acreage was devoted to corn, hay crops, and small
grains *2
Agricultural pursuits provide the major soiirce of income for Franklin
County* Charles S* Johnson in the Statistical Atlas of Southern Counties,
reportsI
Population Characteristics - Franklin County^
Total population. 15,902
Pet* change 1920-1930....20*3
Pet* rural non-farm *20*2
Negro population, percentage **l6*8
Pet* change 1920-1930 .*.***U0*1
Educational characteristics
E3q)endltures per pupil enrolled!
For each idiite pupil... *18*93
For each Negro pupil** * U*20
1
Franklin County Agricultural Program Plsuining Committee, Franklin
County Agricultural Program 1957-1961 (Carnesvillei 1957) P» 1*
2
Archie Langley, Franidin County Farm Statistics (Athensi Georgia
Crop Reporting Service, 1958j P* 1*
3
Charles S* Johnson, Statistical Ati^s of Southern Counties (Chapel Hilli
University of North Carolina Press, 19hl} P* 97*
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Distribution of the Gainfully employed*
Pet. all males4 agriculture 63*1
Pet* all males> trade* U*5
Pet* all maleS) Negro in agriculture***88•!*
Farm operators > full oimers
Pet* nhite** *28*3
Pet* Negro 5*1
Industrial establishments are limited in this area* The U* S* Census
for 195k reveals*
Franklin County vrith a land area of 269 square miles, a
7*5 per cent decrease in popiilation for the period of 19i^0-
1950 and an average of 7*7 years of school training, had 5»081*
indiyidiials eIi^>loyed• Of this number emplc^d, 2k»k per cent
iiere engaged in manufacturing and 1*3*7 per cent ifere employed
in agriculture* There i?ere kfl92 duellings* Of this number
3,709 "were occupied* In 19551 there vere 1,138 residental
telephones installed and 333 telephones Installed for business
establishments* In commotion vrith the manufacturing establish¬
ments enqploying 20 or more individuals, there vrere listed 1*
textiles mills and 2 apparel factories*^
In a study of the socio-«conomic problems of the State of Georgia,
Brown revealed these certain factors to be significant in limiting the
Negro's opportunity*
(1) The number of Negroes in each county, (2) the County
Type (econony, industrialization, and urbanization), (3) the
qiiartile rank of each coiuity, with reference to the pro¬
portion of its college age Negrees in college (ranked with
979 other southern counties]^ (U) the location and type of
each Negro College (irtiether public or private, 2 - or - U
years, and whether offering graduate or professional work)
ai]d (5) the location of trade centers (the centers are used
to give some idea of the general direction of communication
lines*2
A summary of the above facts, Franklin Couniy ranks between 1000-i*,999
in population, with Athens, Georgia as the trade center, no Negro College
1
U* S* Bureau of Census, A Statistical Abstract Supplement - County and
City Data Book 1956 (Washington* U* S* Government Printing Office, 1957)
pp* 51-55•
2
Ina Corinne Brown, Socio-Economic Approach to Educational Problems
(Washington* Iftiited States Government Printing OtJt±ce, 1942) p* 65*
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in the county, cotton economy, no industriail diversification, no urbsui area
in the county and of the fourth quartile rank -with reference to the pro¬
portion of its college age Negroes in college (sige 15-19 years)*
The statistics here quoted support the facts that industrial establish¬
ments are limited in this area, and that the major employment opportunities
are agrarian* The Negro iromen are largely employed in the area of domestic
and/or personal services* The major occxqpational opportunities for Negro
men are jobs as farm operators, tenants and unskilled farm day laborers* In
li^t of these Industrial limitations in Fraixklin County, the greater
portion of the non-€arm Negro laborers seek -work in the neighboring counties,
Elbert, Hart, Clarke, Stephens and Anderson County of the State of South
Carolina*
There are six small restaurants and one dry cleaning establishment in
Franklin County owned and operated by Negroes* Teachers, ministers, beauti¬
cians, barbers, carpenters, painters, bricklayers, morticians, aikL one
Negro physician represent the major areas of skilled and professional
workers*
There are very few organizations in Franklin County to stimulate the
religious, educational, social and civic interest of the Negro citizenry*
The Novemiber 1952 voters registration list shows 5>200 white registered
voters to 310 Negroes* Camesville the county seat had no Negroes eligible
to vote in its precinct, neither did Sandy Springs* The BaPtist and !nie
Colored Episcopal Methodist Churches represent the major denomination of
worship* The social organizations of repute are the Teachers and Education¬
al Association, Farm Bureau and its auxiliaries. Masons and affiliation
with some of the out of the county social and professional organizations*
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Organization and Treatment*—-The analysis and interpretation of the
data to be presented in this chapter have been derived from three major
instrumentsj namely^ responses of the graduates to items listed in the
questionnaire^ data derived from interviews held with graduates and data
taken from the permanent records of the Carnesville^ Lavonia and Royston
High Schools^ Franklin County^ Georgia^ which served as the basis for
other data gathering derived from other sources*
The data on the 103 graduates who constituted 85*83 per cent of i^e
total number of graduates of the 120 of the Franklin County High Schools^
Franklin County, Georgia, during the school years of 191+6-1957* were
assembled in series of 32 tables which were captioned and the data treated
with reference to the number and per cent of responses to the specific
items on the qtiestionnaire. Idle structured interview sheet - including
similar items as the questionnaire, and the permanent records* The analysis
and interpretation of the data obtained from these basic tables make up the
continuation of this chapter and will follow in the subsequent sections be¬
low under the appropriate captions*
Graduates by Tear and Sex
The data gathered from the permanent records on file in the Franklin
County High Schools indicated that there were 120 graduates for the period
of 191+6-1957*
Male*—Of the total number of graduates 39 or 32*5 per cent were male*
The data on the number of male graduates for the respective school years
ranged from a low of 1 or 2*56 per cent for the years 191+9 and 1952 to a
high of 9 or 23*01+ per cent in 1957* with the number of male graduates for
the other years varying from 2 or 5*12 per cent to 5 or 12*8 per cent of
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TABIE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF THE DESTINATION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRES FROM GRADUATES











Located 2 1*75 5 1*.39 7 6*01*
Questionnaires
Not Retoimed 1 *88 8 7.02 9 7*89
Questionnaires
Returned 36 31*58 62 5i*.39 98 85.96
Total 39 3U.22 75 65*79 Hi* 100*00
the total of 39 male graduates for the 19^6-1957 period*
Female*—Of ihe total number of gradxiates 81 or 67*5 per cent "were
female* Ihe data on the number of female graduates for the respective
school years ranged from a Ion of 3 or 3*69 per cent .for 1950 to a hi^ of
13 or l6*12 per cent in 1955« nith the number of female graduates for the
other years ranging from 1^ or k»92 per cent to 12 or ll|*98 per cent of the
total of 75 female graduates*
Total*-—The data on the female and male graduates revealed that 98
graduates returned questionnaires* 9 or 7*89 per cent of the graduates
did not return questionnaires and 7 or 6»0k per cent nere not located*
Destination of Questionnaires
The data on the number of questionnaires distributed and returned by
the graduates of the Franklin County Negro High Schools, 191^6-1957 are
presented in Table 2*
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TABIE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF THE GRADUATES OF THE FRANKLIN COUNT! HIGH SCHOOIS








1946 4 3*51 4 3*51 8 7.02
1947 3 2*63 6 5.26 9 7.14
1948 2 1.75 6 5.26 8 7.02
1949 1 .88 6 5.26 7 6*14
1950 4 3*51 3 2*63 7 6*14
1951 TRANSITION PERIOD
1952 1 *88 7 6*14 8 7.02
1953 4 3*51 8 7.02 12 10.53
1954 3 2*63 6 5.26 9 7.14
1955 3 2*63 13 11.40 16 14.04
1956 5 4.39 9 7.89 14 12*29
1957 9 7.89 7 6*14 16 14.04
Total 39 34.21 75 65.79 114 100*00
Male*—^The data on the 39 male graduates revealed that 36 or 92*31 per
cent i^tumed questionnaires, 1 or 2*57 per cent did not return question¬
naires and 2 or 2*57 could not be located*
Female*—The data on the 75 female graduates revealed that 62 or 82*65
per cent returned questionnaires, 8 or 10*66 did not retxirn questionnaires
and that 5 or 6*67 could not be located*
The summazy of the data shows that 98 or 85*96 per cent of the gradu¬
ates retximed questionnaires*
Total*—The data on the female and male graduates revealed that there
was a high of l6 or 1U*04 graduates for 1955 and 1957* There was a low of
8 or 7*02 for the years 1946, 1948, and 1952*
Location of Graduates
The data on the location of the graduates of the Franklin County Negro
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High Schools, 191*6-19^7 are presented in Table 3*
TABIE 3
DISTRIBUTION OF THE LOCATION OF THE GRADUATES OF THE FRANKLIN GOUNTT
NEGRO HIGH SCHOOLS FOR 191*6-19^7* FRANKLIN COUNT!, GEORGIA

















191*6 0 0 2 2.0it 1 1.02 2 2.01; 2 2.01; 1 1.02
191*7 0 0 1 1.02 0 0 0 0 2 2.01; 1 1.02
191*8 0 0 2 2.OI4 0 0 0 0 2 2.01; 2 2.01;
191*9 1 1.02 2 2.01; 0 0 0 0 0 0 1* 1;.08
1950 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3.06 2 2.01;
1951
1952 0 0 1 1.02
TRANSITION PERIOD
0 0 2 2.01; 1 1.02 3 3.06
1953 1 1.02 3 3.06 0 0 1 1.02 3 3.06 2 2.01;
1951* 1 1,02 1 1.02 1 1.02 1* 1*.08 0 0 0 0
1955 0 0 1* 1*.08 0 0 5 5.10 3 3.06 1* 1;.08
1956 1* 1*.08 0 0 1 1.02 U 1*.08 0 0 0 0
1957 5 5.10 1* 1*.08 2 2.01; 2 2.01; 3 3.06 1 1.02
Total. 12 12.21* 22 22.10; 5 5.10 20 20.1;0 19 19.38 20 20 .UO
Franklin County,—The number of graduates living in Franklin County
ranged from a low of 0 in 19^0 to a high of 1* or U»08 per cent in the years
of 1955 and 1957* 5he low for male gradmtes was 0 for the years of 191*6,
19l*7» 191*8, 1950* 1952 and 1955« The low for the female graduates was 0
for the years of 1950 and 1955* The high for the male graduates was 5 or
5*10 for the year of 1957 and the high for the female graduates was 1* or
1**08 per cent for the years of 1955 and 1957 •
Elsewhere in Georgia.—The number of graduates living elsewhere in
Georgia was 0 in 191*7 through 1953 and for the year of 1955* The low for
the females was 0 in 19l*7 through 1950* The high for the male graduates
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■was 2 or 2.0U for the year of 19^7 and for the female graduates the hi^
■was S or 5,10 per cent for 19$5*
Outside of Georgia*—Ihe number of gradua'tes li-ving outside of Georgia
ranged from a low of 0 for the years of 19U9» 195U and 1956 for the males
and a low of 0 for the year of 1956 for the female gradua-tes. The da-ta in¬
dicated that the number of graduates living outside of Georgia ranged from
a high of 3 or 3*06 per cent for the males for 'the years of 1950j 1953#
1955 and 1957 and or U*08 for the female gradua-tes for the years of 19U9
and 1955.
Total.—The da-ta on "the 98 gradua'bes li-ving outside of Georgia re¬
vealed that 20 or 20 / per cent of "the female gradua'bes and 19 or 19 / per
cent of -the male gradua'bes were li-ving outside of Georgia. Li-ving elsewhere
in Georgia, -the da-ba re-vealed that 5 or 5 / per cent of the females and
20 / per cent of -the males were living elsewhere in Georgia. li-ving in
Franklin County, the da-ta re-vealed -that 12 male or 12 / per cent and 22 or
22 / per cent were still li-ving in Franklin County.
Additional Training of Male Gradua-tes
The data on -Uie additional training of -the male gradua'bes of Franklin
County Negro High Schools, 19li6-1957 are presen-ted in Table ii«
The da-ba on -the 36 male gradua-tes re-vealed that 20 or 55*5 per cent had
not recei-ved any additional training since graduation from high school, 3
or 8.3 per cent were pursuing or had done four-year college work and 9 or
2U*9 were at-bending junior cop.ege.
Total.—The da-ba on the male graduates re-vealed -that there was a high
of 9 or 24.32 per cent doing additional study in Junior College. 20 of -the
gradua'bes had not done additional study.
TABIE 4
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TIPE OF ADDITIONAL TRAINING SINCE HIGH SCHOOL BY MAIE GRADUATES
OF THE FRANKLIN COUNTY HIGH SCHOOLS, FRANKLIN COUNTY, GEORGIA, PERIOD OF 191^6-1957
Male
Correspondence Junior Private Four Year
Year Other Course Trade . Business College. lessons - College. None Total
No. Pet. No. Pet. No. Pet. No. Pet. No • • No. Pet. No. Pet. No.. Pet. No. Pet.
19U6 0 0. . 1 2.70 1 2.70 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2.70 1 2.70 h 10.11
19kl 0 0 1 2.70 1 2.70 0 0 0 0‘ 0 0 0 0 .1 2.70 3 8.11
19hQ 0 0 1 2.70 0 0 0 0 1 2.70 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 5.1*1
19k9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2.70 1 2.70
1950
1951
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TRANSITION PERIOD
0 0 1 2.70 1 2.70 2 5.ia
1952 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2.70 0 0 1 '2iT0
1953 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 5.ia 0 0 0 0 2 5.1*1 1* 10.82
195U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2.70 0 0 0 0 1 2.70 2 5.1*1
1955 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2.70 0 0 0 0 2 5.1*1 3 8.11
1956 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2.70 0 0 0 0 k 10.82 5 13.51
1957 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 8.11 0 0 0 0 7 18.92 10 27.03
Total 0 0 3 8.11 2 5.1*1 0 0 9 2lt.32 0 0 3 8.11 r20 51i.06 37 100.00
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Additional Training of Female Graduates
The data on the additional training of the female graduates of
Franklin County Negro High Schools, 1946-1957 are presented in Table 5*
The data on the 62 female gradxiates revealed that 46 or per cent
had not received any additional training since graduation frcmi hi^ school
and 9 or 14«49 per cent had either received training in a trade or vrere
pursuing a trade.
Total.—The data on the female graduates revealed that there was a
high of 9 female graduates pursuing or had completed a trade. There were
46 or 74«11 per cent who had not had additional training since leaving
high school.
Present Occupation of Graduates
The data on the present occupations of the graduates of the Franklin
County Negro High Schools, Franklin County, Georgia, 1946-1957 are pre¬
sented in Table 6.
Male.—Pie data on the 36 male graduates revealed that the greatest
number of the males, 6 or 15 per cent were truck drivers and 5 or 12.5 per
cent were engaged in farming. There was a low of 1 or 2.5 per cent for
each of the following occupations! arnQr medical corps, salesman, dry
cleaning, demolition expert, cook, hatcheiy helper, nurse^d ;aide, stock
clerk, hospital aide, auto mechanic and general mechanic.
Female .—Pie data on the 62 female graduates revealed that the
greatest number of the female graduates, 34 or 36.51per cent were employed
as maids and 12 or 17.14 were housewives. Of this number, there was a
low of 1 or 1.4 ^ per cent each for barber, general service work, nurse's
aide and stock clerki
TABIE S
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TIPE OF ADDITIONAL TRAINING SINCE HIGH SCHOOL BY FEMAIE GRADUATES
OF THE FRANKLIN COUNTY HIGH SCHOOIS, FRANKLIN COUNTY, GEORGIA, PERIOD OF 19k6-19$7
Female



















19U6 0 0 1 1*61 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1.61 2 3.22
19147 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3.22 2 3.22
19148 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I4 6.1il4 I4 6.104
19149 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ■ 1.61 5 8*06 6 9.67
1950 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3.22 2 3.22
1951 TRANSITION PERIOD
1952 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1.61 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 8.06 6 9*67
1953 0 0 0 0 1 1.61 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 8.06 6 9.67
195I4 0 0 0 0 1 1.61 1 1.61 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 14.83 5 8.06
1955 0 0 1 1*61 5 8*06 0 0 1 1.61 0 0 0 0 6 9.67 13 20.9I4
1956 0 0 0 0 2 3.22 0 0 0 O' 0 0 0 0 7 11.28 9 II4.50
1957 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1.61 0 0 0 0 6 9.67 7 11.28
Total 0 0 2 3.22 9 1 114.^9 2 3.22 2 3.22 0 0 1 1.61 I46 7l4.ll 62 99.88
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T&BIE 6
DISTRIBUTION OF THE JOBS PRESENTH HEID BY THE GRADTBLTES OF THE
FRANKLIN COUNTY NEGRO HIGH SCHOOIS, FRANKLIN COUNTY, GEORGIA, FOR
191^6-19^7, IHO PARTICIPATED IN THIS RESEARCH
Male Female Total
Job Title
No,1 Pet* No. Pet* No. Pet*
Anry Medical Corps 1 9.09 0 0 1 *909
Service Station Porter 3 2*73 0 0 3 2*73
Civil Service 2 1*82 0 0 2 1.82
Beautician 0 0 U 3.61; k 3*61;
Salesman 1 *909 0 0 1 .909
Diy Cleaning 1 *909 k 3.61; 5 1;.55
Janitor 2 1*82 0 0 2 1.82
Demolition Expert 1 .909 0 0 1 .909
Cook 1 .909 7 6.36 8 7.27
Hatchery Helper 1 .909 0 0 1 .909
l&id 0 0 31; 30.91 3U 30.91
Barber 0 0 1 .909 1 .909
Truck Driver 6 5.1t5 0 0 6
Student in School 1; 3.6U 0 0 1; 3.61;
General Service Work 2 1.82 1 .909 3 2.73
Nurse's Aide 1 .909 1 *909 2 1.82
Stock Clerk 1 .909 1 .909 2 1.82
Military 2 1.82 0 0 2 1.82
Farming 5 1*.55 0 0 5 1;.^5
Poultry Processing 2 1.82 0 0 2 1.82
Hospital Aide 1 .909 0 0 1 .909
Housewife 0 0 12 10*91 12 10*91
Auto Mechanic 1 .909 0 0 1 *909
General Mechanic 1 .909 0 0 1 *909
Unenployed 1 .909 5 6
Total uo 36.36 70 63*63 no 100*00
Total»—The data on the 98 graduates revealed ttiat 31; or 30*91 per
cent -wore presently en5)l<yed as maids and 6 or per cent -were eii5)lcyed
as truck drivers*
Reasons for Graduates Accepting Present Jobs
The data on the reasons for accepting their present Jobs,as given by
the 98 graduates of the Franklin County Negro High Schools, 19l;6-1957 are
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presented in Table ?•
TABIE 7
DISTRIBUTION OF REASONS GRADUATES OF THE FRANKLIN COUNTY HIGH











Only Job A’vailable 9 8.11 17 15.32 26 23.1t2
In'teres'ted in This
Kind of Work 9 8*11 lU 12.61 23 20.72
Did Not Know IVhat
Else to Do 0 0 3 2*70 3 2*70
Chances for
Ad'vancement 7 6*31 11 9.91 18 16*22
Good Pay 7 6*31 10 9.01 17 15*32
Did Not Want 'bo
Lea-ve Home 2 1.80 6 5.1a 8 7*21
Others 1 .901 0 0 . 1 .901
No Response 5 U.50 10 9.01 15 13.51
To'tal Uo 36*0U 71 63*96 in 99*999
Male«-~^he data on the 36 male graduates revealed that the greatest
number of males, 9 or 22*5 gave as their reason, only job available and
the other reason, 9 or 22*5 gave as their reason, interested in this kind
of T»ork*
Female >—The data on the 62 female graduates z^vealed that the gsreatest
number gave as their reason, only job available*
Total*—The data on the 98 graduates revealed •that the reason "they
accep'ted their present employment was "that the jobs -were the only job
a-vailable*
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Persons Graduates Conferred With in the Selection of Jobs
The data on the persons conferred -with in the selection of their Jobs
as given by the 98 graduates of the Franklin County Negro Hi^ Schools,
Franklin County, Georgia are presented in Table 8*
TABIE 8
DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS GRADUATES OF FRANKLIN CODNTI HIGH SCHOOLS,








Father 8 7.60 1 .95 9 8.55
Mo'Uier 3 2.85 8 7.60 11 10#U5
Teacher 1 .95 i* 3.80 5 i*.75
Coach 0 0 1 .95 1 .95
Friend Hi 13.30 30 28.50 1*1* la.80
Classmate 1 .95 1 .95 2 1.90
Principal 0 0 0 0 0 0
Agriculture Teacher 3 2#85 1 ■ .95 U 3.80
Others 3 2#85 3 2.85 6 5.70
None 6 5.70 17 16.15 23 21#85
Total 39 37.1*3 66 62.83 105 100.00
Male«~-The data on the 36 male graduates revealed that the persons
conferred T»ith ranged from a low of 1 or ZS 'ff per cent for conference
with a teacher and 1 or 2*5 / for conference with a classmate to a high
of Hi or 35»8 / for conference with a friend#
Female#■—The data on the 62 female graduates revealed that the persons
conferred with ranged from a low of 1 or 1#.95/ for father and a low of 1 or
/ for coach, classmate and agriculture teacher to a high of 30 or 25»5^ /
for friend#
Total#—The data on persons graduates had conferred with ranged from a
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low of 1 or *95 for conference wiiii coach to liU or Ul.SO for conference
with friend* In the total there was indicated no conference with the
principal in the selection of their Jobs*
Subjects That Helped to Prepare Graduates for the Jobs
The data on the subjects that the 98 graduates of the Franklin County
High Schools, Franklin County, Georgia listed as helping to prepare iiiein
for their Jobs are presented in Table 9*
T&BIE 9
DISTRIBUTION OF SUBJECTS THAT HELPED MOST TO PREPARE GRADUATES OF
THE FRANKLIN COUNT! HIGH SGHOOIS, FRANKLIN COUNT!,







English 8 6.50 17 11*.63 25 20.33
Science 1 *813 7 5.69 8 6.50
Social Science 2 1.63 2 1.63 1* 3.25
Mathematics 111 12*20 5 1*.07 19 15.1*5
Vocational Agricultvire 8 6*50 0 0 8 6*50
Home Economics 0 0 25 20.33 25 20.33
Others 1 .813 2 1*63 3 2.1*1*
None 11 8*91* 20 16*36 31 25.20
Total 16 36*59 78 63.1*2 123 100*00
Male*--The data on the 36 male graduates revealed that li* or 12 *20;^ per
cent listed mathematics as the subject that helped them most*
Female*—The data on the 62 female graduates revealed that 25 or 25*^3
per cent listed home economics as the subject that helped them most* 20
or 25*6 / per cent responded that none of the subjects listed helped in
preparation for their Jobs.
Total.—The data on the subject that helped most to prepare the gradu¬
ates for their llfes* jobs are presented as folloT»si There was a total of
25 or 20,33 per cent for both Ei^llsh and Home Economics as the subjects
that helped them most with their lifes’ work. 31 or 2^.20 per cent indi¬
cated that none of the subjects helped them in their lifes' work.
Information and Skill That are Necessazy for the Job
The data on the information and skill that were necessary for the 98
graduates of the Franklin County High Schools, Franklin Covmty, Georgia to
perform their jobs are presented in Table 10*
UBJE 10
DISTRIBUTION OF INFOHM/LTION AND SKILL NECESSART FOR GRADUATES
OF THE FRANKLIN COUNT! NEGRO HIGH SCHOOLS, FRANKLIN






Special Training 7 5.6U 8 6.U5 15 12,09
Ability to Read and
Write 12 9.67 26 20,96 38 30.63
Knowing What the Job
Required Beforehand 9 7.25 18 11* .51 27 21,76
Personal Qualification 8 6.1*5 10 8.06 18 ll*.5l
No Response 8 6.1*5 16 12.90 21* 19.31*
Others 2 1.61 0 0 2 1.61
Total 1*6 37.08 78 62.92 121* 100.0
Male.—-The data on the 36 male graduates revealed that of the six
categories listed in the questloimalre, the greatest number of males 12
or 9«67per cent Indicated that the ability to read and write was most
necessary to do their jobs.
Female.—The data on the 62 female graduates revealed that of the six
categories listed in the questionnaire, the greatest number 26 or 3P*56
indicated that the ability to read and T»rite nas the information and skill
most necessary to do their jobs#
Total#—The data on the information and skill that nas necessary for
the graduates to do their jobs are presented as folloirai There -were *38 or
30#63 per cent of the responses indicating, *The ability to read and -write"
as the most needed requirement -bo do -their jobs# 2? or 27*77 per cent of
•the responses indica-ted, "I&iowing -what the job required beforehand" as the
nesct ranking requirement#
TABIE 11
DISTRIBUTION OF BEING TRiUNED OR NOT TR&INED ON-THE-JOB,
GRADUATES OF THE FRANKLIN COUNTY HIGH SCHOOLS, FRANKLIN
COUNTY, CffiQRGIA, PERIOD, 19li6-57
Yes and No “al® Female Total
No* Pet. No* Pet* No. Pet*
Yes 18 18.18 Ik 1U*1U 32 32.32
No 9 9.09 36 36*36 kB»k$
No Response 9 9.09 13 13*13 22 22.22
Total 36 36.36 63 63#6U 99 100.00
On-the->Job Training of Gradua-tes
The data on -the job requirements of the 98 gradua'tes of Franklin County
Negro High Schools, Franklin County, Georgia are presen-ted in the abo-ve
Table 11.
Male*—The da-ta on the 36 male gradua-tes revealed that in response to
the questioni "Were you trained on the job?" — 18 or 15'*18 per cent of the
male gradua-tes responded, "Yes."
Female*—The data on the 62 female gradua-tes re-^ealed that in response
to the questions "Were you trained on the Job?" - 36 or 36*36 per cent
responded, "No*"
Total*—!rhe data referring to on-the-Job training are presented as
follows s There were or per cent of the 99 responses indicating
that there was no on-the-Job training required* 32 or 32*32 per cent of
the 99 responses indicated that they were trained on the Job*
TABIE 12
DISTRIBUTION OF PREPAEA.TION, OTHER THAN RECEIW) FROM THE
SCHOOL WHICH COUID HAVE PREPARED GRADUATES OF FRANKLIN
COUNT! NEGRO HIGH SCHOOLS, FRANKLIN COUNTI, GEORGIA,








T!yping h 3*36 9 7.56 13 10*92
Short Hand 0 0 7 5.88 7 5.88
Book-keeping 0 0 k 3*36 1* 3.36
Home Economics 0 0 11* 11.76 11*' 11*76
(Well Equipped)
Foreign Language 2 1*68 2 1.68 1* 3.36
Nursing 0 0 3 2*52 3 2.52
Science Department 3 2*52 2 1.68 8 1**20
(ln5)roved Facilities)
Auto Mechanics 3 2*52 0 0 3 2.52
Chemistry 2 1*68 0 0 2 1.68
Industrial Arts 2 1*68 0 0 2 1.68
Pre-Business Cotirse 1 •8U 0 0 1 .81*
lji5)roved Department
Agriculture k 3.36 0 0 u 3.36
Music 1 •8U 0 0 1 •8U
Accreditation 1 .8U 0 0 1 •81*
None 20 16*80 32 S6.88 52 1*3.68
Total 143 36.12 76 63.88 119 100,00
Preparation,Other Than That Graduates Received at This
School Could Have Been Given That Would Have Better
Prepared Them for Their LLTe's Work
The data on what preparation other than that received could this school
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have given the 98 graduates of the Franklin County Negro High Schools,
Franklin County, Georgia that iiould have prepared them better for their
life's work are presented in Table 12*
Male.—The data on the 36 male graduates revealed that 20 or l6*80 re¬
sponses responded •’None." Of the other responses, U or 3*36 listed typing
and one other group of U or 3#36 listed an improved department of agriculture.
Female.—yrhe data on the 62 female graudates revealed that 32 or 26.88
per cent responses listed "None." Hi or 11.76 per cent indicated well equip¬
ped home economic department and 9 or 7«56 per cent listed %ping.
Total.—The data on other preparation than that received at school
could have been given to better prepare the graduates for the job are pre¬
sented as follows} 11} or 11.76 per cent indicated Home Economics and 13
or 10.92 indicated typing.
Present Wage Scale of Graduates Per Week
The data on the present scale of wages per week of the 98 graudates of
the Franklin County High Schools, Franklin County, Georgia are presented
in Table 13.
Male.—The data on the 36 male graduates of Franklin County revealed a
range from a low of $1$.00 - 19.00 to a high of $90.00 - 9l}*00. The great¬
est number 9 or 9.18 per cent were receiving $50*00 - 5l4.»00 per week.
Female.—Ths data on the female graduates revealed that 20 or 20.i}0
per cent were unenployed. The wages per week ranged from $5*00 - 9*00 per
week to $60.00 - 6U.00 per week. The greatest number 8 or 8.l6 per cent
were receiving weekly wages of $10.00 - ll}.00. per week.
Total.—The data on the weekly salary scale for the 98 graduates are
presented as follows} 11 or 11.23 per cent of the 98 respondents indicated
that they were paid $25»0O-429*OO and 45D«00-4^U*00 per weekly wage.
T&BIE 13
DISTRIBUTION OF SmSI SCAIE PER TOEK OF GRADUATES OF THE






$5.00 9.00 0 0 1 1.02 1 1.02
10.00 - lU.OO 0 0 8 8.16 8 8.16
15.00 19.00 1 1.02 6 6.12 7 7.11i
20.00 - 2U.00 1 1.02 7 7.1U 8 8.16
25.00 - 29.00 7 7.11t h lt.08 11 11.22
30.00 - 3it.00 5 5.10 3 3.06 8 8.16
35.00 « 39.00 1 1.02 3 3.06 U U.08
Uo.oo - Uii.oo 2 2.0U 6 6.12 8 8.16
U5.00 « U9.00 0 0 0 0 0 0
50.00 - sk»oo 9 9.18 2 2.0U 11 11.22
55.00 - 59.00 0 0 1 1.02 1 1.02
60.00 6U.00 0 0 1 1.02 1 1.02
65.00 » 69.00 1 1.02 0 0 1 1.02
70.00 « 7U.00 1 1.02 0 0 1 1.02
75.00 - 79.00 3 3.06 0 0 3 3.06
80.00 M 8U.00 0 0 0 0 0 0
85.00 - 89.00 0 0 0 0 0 0
90.00 - 9it.00 1 1.02 0 0 1 1.02
Unemployed k U.08 20 20.U0 2U 2U.U8
Total 36 36,72 62 63.28 98 100.00
Are You Satisfied With Present Wages
The data on itiether the graduates of the Franklin County Negro Schools
yiere satisfied with their present wages are presented in Table li^*
Male.—The data on the 36 male graduates revealed that 20 or 20.!i(i per
cent responded "No,* with 9 or 9rJ.8 per cent responding "Yes" and 7 or
7 wilt did not respond.
Female.—The data on the 62 female graduates revealed that 30 or
30.60 per cent did not respond to the question on the questionnaire, "Are
you satisfied -with your present •wages?" - lit or 1U»28 per cent responded
"Yes" and 18 or 18.36 responded "No."
X&BIE lit
DISTRIBUTION OF "YES" JLND "NO" - GRADItt.TES OF FRANKLIN
COUNTY NEGRO SCHOOIS, 19k6-19$7, BEING SATISFIED
WITH PRESENT WAGES
n
Satisfied With Present Male Female Tcsbal
Wages No. Pet. No. Pet. No. Pet.
Yes 9 9.18 lit llt.28 23 23.it6
No 20 2O.I4O 18 18.36 38 38.76
No Response 7 7.IU 30 30.60 37 37.7it
Total 36 100.00 62 100.00 98 100.00
Total.-—The data on the 98 gradua'tes being satisfied t?ith the present
jobs ai^e presen-ted as followsj 38 or 38.76 per cent of the gradua'tes indi-
ca-ted that they -were not satisfied and 37 or 37«7lt per cent did not respond.
Ad-vancement Present Job Offers
The da'ba on -what ad'mncement the present jobs offer^ 'the 98 gradua'tes
of 'the Franklin County Negro High Schools, Franklin County, Georgia are
presen'ted in Table 15*
n
Male.--Ihe data on 'the 36 male graduates re-vealed 'that l6 or 11^*914. per
cent of 'the responses indicated 'that the present jobs offered increase in
salary , 16 or 1I|.9U responses also indica-ted tftat the present job offered
no advancement.
Female.—The da-ta on the 62 female gradua'tes re-vealed that U8 or UU.83
per cent responses indica-ted that -the present job offered no ad'vancement.
Other responses of the females, 10 or 9.31^ indicated an increase in salary.
U6
Totaldata on TThat advancement the present job offers are pre¬
sented as follows I 26 or 2li*28 per cent of the responses indicated an
"liicrease in pay" and 6I4. or 59*20 per cent indicated that the job offered
no advancement*
T&BIS 15
DISTRIBUTION OF ADVANCEMENT THAT JOB OFFERS, GRADUATES OF









Increase in Salary 16 lU*9lt 10 9*3U 26 2U*28
Promotion Status 6 5*60 2 1.87 8 7*1^7
Opportunity for
Further Training k 3*7U 5 U*67 9 8*141
None 15 1U*9U hs lii*83 6h 59*78
Total h2 39*23 65 60.77 107 100.00
Different IJnpes of Jobs Held Since Graduation
The data on the different kinds of jobs the 98 graduates have held
since graduating from the Franklin County Hi^ Schools, Franklin County,
Georgia are indicated in Table I6*
Male*— The data on the 36 male graduates revealed that 7 or It*76 per
cent of the jobs held by male graduates were hospital attendants* 8 or
S»hk per cent of the jobs were service station porters* 11 or 7*lt8 per
cent of the responses indicated listed no jobs*
Female.—^The data on the 62 female graduates revealed that 37 or 25*16
per cent had been enqployed as maids. The next highest number that had been
employed were 9 or 6*12 per cent as cooks*
Total*—Ihe data on the kind of jobs held since graduation are presented
as foUowsi 37 or 25*76 per cent of the graduates TJorked as maids and 13
or 8*1;8 per cent of the graduates i»ere en5)loyed as hospital attendants*
TkBJE 16
DISTRIBUTION OF KIND OF JOBS HEID BY GR&DUA.TES OF THE FE&NKLIN







Carpentry 1 *68 0 0 1 .68
Practical Nurse 0 0 U 2.72 h 2.72
Farmer 1 *68 0 0 1 .68
Tractor Driver 2 1*36 0 0 2 1.36
Poultiy Processing 1 .68 1 *68 2 1.36
Waiter or Waitress 3 2*0U 2 1.36 5 3*ii0
Stock Clerk 1 .68 0 0 1 .68
Diy Cleaning 0 0 5 3.U0 3.J+0
Amy 5 3*lt0 0 0 5 3.U0
Janitor 1 .68 0 0 1 .68
Hospital Attendant 7 k.76 6 u*08 13 8.81i
Landscaping 1 .68 0 0 1 .68
Truck Driver 3 2.0it 0 0 3 2.0lt
Fireman 1 .68 0 0 1 .68
Service Station Porter 8 ^.hh 0 0 8 5*iUi
Civil Service
Personal Service or
2 1*36 1 .68 3 2.0U
General 6 li.08 3 2.0li 9 6.12
Motorman 1 .68 0 0 1 .68
Stenographer 0 0 1 .68 1 .68
Maid 0 0 37 25*16 37 25*16
Beautician 0 0 1 .68 1 .68
Cook 1 .68 9 6*12 10 6*80
Baby Sitter 0 0 8 S»Uh 8 S.hh
Laundress 0 0 h 2.72 k 2*72
Receptionist 0 0 1 .68 1 .68
None 11 7.i;8 13 8.8U 2h 16.32
Total B6 38.08 96 61,92 Hi? 100.00
Do You Think That the Franklin County Negro High Schools Should
Offer Training in Limited or Selected Number of Trades
The data on the 98 graduates of the Franklin County Negro High Schools
of Franklin Covmty, Georgia on should the schools have offered training in
U8
a limited or selected number of trades are revealed in Table 17*
TABIZ 17
DISTRIBUTION OF TRAINING IN A LIMITED OR SELECTED NUMBER OF
TRADES NHICH THE GRADUATES THINK THE SCHOOL SHOUID OFFER,








Driver Education 1 •70 0 0 1 .70
Carpentry U 7*7h k 2.82 15 10,56
Interior Decorating 1 .70 1 .70 2 i.ia
Commercial Coxirse 9 6.314 18 12.67 27 19.01
Electricity 8 5.63 2 i.ia 10 7.01;
Brick & Stone Mason 12 8.U5 U 2#82 16 11.26
Cabinet Making 2 i.ia 0 0 2 i.ia
Art 1 .70 1 .70 2 I.ia
Nursing 0 0 h 2#82 U 2.82
Radio & T#V# Mechanic 2 i.ia 1 .70 3 2.11
Barbering 3 2.11 1 .70 U 2.82
Mechanic, Auto 16 20.76 6 U.22 22 15 .U9
Industrial Arts 5 3.52 2 I.ia 7 14.93
Plumbing 1 .70 2 i.ia 3 2.11
Beautician 0 0 lU 9.86 lit 9.86
Welding 1 .70 0 0 1 .70
Tailoring 1 .70 3 2.11 U 2.82
None 3 2ai 5 3.52 8 5.63
Total 77 5U.21 68 U5.79 11*5 100.00
Male •"—The data on the 36 male gradiiates revealed that l6 or ll;%2d per
cent ivcommexided auto mechanics, 12 or recommended brick and stone
masonry and 11 or lI.Tli’ per cent recommended carpentry#
FemaleThe data on the 62 female graduates revealed that the greatest
number of 18 or 12»67 per cent recommended a commercial course as the
trade needed most#
Total#--^e data on the responses of the 98 graduates to the question,
"Tlhat selected trades do you think the school should offer?" are presented
h9
as follows* There were 27 responses or 19*01 per cent indicating coimnercial
course« 22 or l5«i;^ indicating auto mechanics*
Subjects School Should Offer
The data on the subjects that the 98 graduates felt that the Franklin
County High Schools should offer« Franklin County^ Georgia are presented in
Table 18*
TABIE 18
DISTRIBUTION OF SUBJECTS, OTHER THAN THOSE TAUGHT,








Physical Education 2 1*U2 3 2*13 5 3.55
Business Course 16 11.36 18 12.78 3U 2l*.ll*
Art 3 2*13 3 2*13 6 1*.26
Improved Facilities
Home Economics 5 3*55 9 6*36 11* 9.91*
Georgia History 0 0 1 .71 1 .71
Sociology 0 0 3 2*13 3 2*13
Foreign Languages 11 7*81 15 iq;65 26 18*1*6
Geography 1 .71 k 2*8U 5 3*55
Music 3 2.13 6 14..26 9 6.39
Religious Education 0 0 1 .71 1 .71
Psychology 1 *71 3 2*13 U 2.81*
Science, Four-Years 10 7.10 7 U.97 17 12*07
Driver Education 0 0 2 1.1*2 2 1*1*2
Agriculture
Improved Facilities U 2.8U 7 U.96 11 7.81
Negro History 0 0 1 .71 1 .71
Total 58 !|1*12 83 58.85 11*1 100.00
Male*—The data on the 36 male graduates revealed that the greatest
number of the male graduates favored these subjects* l6 or 11*3U per
cent, business5 11 or 7*80 per cent, foreign languages; and 10 or 7*09
$0
per cent favored four years of Science -with adequate laboratoiy.
Female ■—Die data on the 6Z graduates revealed that the greatest
number of female graduates'responses favored these subjects: 18 or 12*76
per cent« business course and l5 or IfUSli favored foreign languages*
Total*— A summary of the data revealed that the greatest nunfcer of the
98 graduates' responses favored these subjects in descending order: 3U or
2l|*ll| busincess course; 26 or 18*U3> foreign languages; 1? or 12*05 science
fburyear offering^ and Hi or 9*93 per cent Hoioe Economics eiih adequate
facilities*
Percentage of Returned Questionnaires of Employers
The data on the number of questionnaires distributed and returned by
the employers of Franklin Coimty revealed that li2 or 98 per cent of the
li3 questionnaiies mailed to the employers of Franklin County, Georgia 1958-
1959 ifere returned*
TABIE 19
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PERCENTAGE OF THE RETURNED
QUESTIONNAIRES OF FRANKLIN COUNTI, GEORGIA, 1959
Number Distributed Number Returned Percentage Returned
1|3 h2 91.69
' Past En?)loyinent of Negroes
The data obtained from the responses of the U2 employers of Franklin
County, Georgia, 1959 to the question, "In irhat capacity have you enployed
Negroes during and since 19^6?" are presented in Table 20*
The data revealed that 13 or 17*81 per cent 6f the U2 employers of
Franklin County, Georgia, 19U6-1957 had employed Negro maids; 12 or l6*lili
TABIE 20
DISTRIBUTION OF THE OCCUPATIONAL STATUS OF NEGROES AS
OBTAINED FROM THE EMPLOYERS IN FRANKLIN COUNTY,
(ffiORGIA, FOR THE PERIOD OF 191^6-1958








Truck Drivers 12 l6.Ui
Auto Mechanics 3 it.ll
Delivezymen h 5.1*8
Brick, Stone Masons 1 1.37
Service Station Porters 7 9.59
Dzy Cleaning h 5.U8
Practical Nurses 0 0
General Service Work 7 9.59
Feed Mill Helpers 2 2.7U
Hatchezy Helpers 1 1.37




per cent had employed truck drivers, 9 or 12.33 per cent had employed cooks.
None of the employers had hized Negroes as butchers, barbers, or practical
nurses. There iras a low of 1 or 1.37 cent in the enqployment of Negroes
ast porters, clerks, brick-stone masons, hatchezy helpers, warehouse helpezns
and painters.
Occupational Status - Present Employment of Negroes
The data obtained from the responses of the U2 employers of Franklin
County, Georgia to the question, *In idiat capacity are Negroes presently
employed?** are presented in Table 21.
$2
TABIE 21
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PRESENT OCCUPATION^L STATUS OF
NEGROES AS OBTAIN PROM THE EMPLOYERS IN












Truck Dri-ver 6 9.Bh
Auto Mechanic 5 8.20
Radio Repairman 0 0
Civil Service 0 0
Owner Business 2 3.28
Deliveiyman 2 3.28
BrickHStone Mason 2 3.28
Teacher 0 0
Service Station Porter h 6.56
Diy Cleaning & Pressing k 6.56
Regls'tered N\irse 0 0
Practical Nurse 0 0
Household Manager 0 0
General Service Work 8 13.12
Secre-tary 0 0
Warehouseman 1 1,6k
Hatchery Helper 1 1,6k
Feed Mill Helper 2 3.28
Laborer, Farm 1 1.6U
Dietician, Assls'bant 1 1.6U
To-tal 61 100.00
The data revealed that 9 or 1U«76 per cent of the k2 employers of
Franklin County, Georgia, irere employing Negroes as maids; 8 or 13*12 per
cent irere eii5>loying Negroes in general service work; 6 or 9*8l|. per cent
■were en5)loying cooks* None of the en5)loyers "were presently employing
Negroes in the capacity of* butchers, salesmen, barbers, radio and T.V*
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repairmen. Civil Service, teachers, registered nurse, practical nurse,
household manager and secretary* A low of 1 or l*6i|. per cent were em¬
ploying Negroes in the following capacities! assistant dietician, farm
laborer, hatchery helper, warehouseman, and porter*
Occupational Status - Future Employment of Negroes
Ihe data obtained from the responses of the 1*2 employers of Franklin
County, Georgia, 1959 as to the future eii5>loyment of Negroes are presented
in Table 22*
TABIE 22
DISTElIBUnON OF THE POSSIBIE OCCUPATIONAL STATUS
IN THE FUTURE OF NEGROES AS OBTAINED FROM THE
EMPLOIERS IN FRANKLIN COUNTY, GEORGIA, 1959
type Occupations Nuniser Per Cent
iiai^
Presser, Clothes 3 6*36
Spotter 1 2*12
Truck Driver 7 ll**8U
Feed Mill . Helpers 2 ii.2l*
General Service 3 6*36
Dairyman 1 2*12
Deliveryman 1 2*12
Dzy Cleaning 3 6*36
Service Station Porters 3 6*36
Janitor 2 U.2U
Ifechanic h 8*1*8
Brick-Stone Mason 1 2.12
Farm Manager 1 2*12
Hatchery Helper 1 2*12
Warehouseman 1 2*12
Yardman 1 2*12
C]e rk 1 2.12
Painter 1 2*12
Total U7 166*00
The data revealed that 7 or 1U«81* per cent of the 1*2 employers of
Franlsiin County, Georgia indicated that they trould need truck drivers; 5
or 10«60 per cent -would employ cooks and mechanics.
Table 22 revealed that there iras a low of 1 or 2.12 per cent for the
following occupations: clothes spotter, dairyman, deliveryman, brick*^tone
mason, farm manager-poultry specialist, hatchery helper, warehouseman, yard¬
man, clerk and painter*
Requirements or Standards for Hiring Negroes
The data obtained from the iresponses of the 1*2 employers of Franklin
Couniy, Georgia, to the question, *'What requirements or standards do you
have for hiring Negroes?** are presented in Table 23*
TABIE 23
DISTRICUTION OF THE JC® REQUIREMENTS OR STANDARDS FOR
NEGRO -WORKERS AS INDICATED BY THE EMPLOYERS OF
FRANKLIN COUNTY, GEORGIA, 19$9
type of Requirements
or Standards Number Per Cent
Honesty 39 25.35
Intelligence 21 13.65
Special Training 7 U.55
The Ability to Get Along "With Others 27 17.55
The Ability to Read and Jlrlte 25 16*25
Elementary Education 10 6*50
Competence 7 U.55
Dependability 1 .65
High School Education . 1 .65
Physical Stamina
Ability to Do the Job for Which
lU 9.10
They are Hired 1 .65
Total 153 100*00
The data revealed that 39 or 2^*35 per cent of the responses of the
1*2 en5)loyers rated honesty as one of their requirements or standards for
hiring Negroes* 0-ther hi^ response to tiiis q\iestion indicated that 2?
or 17*55 checked the "abilily to get along -with others," 25 or l6*25 "the
ability to read and write," and 21 or 13*65 per cent of the responses in¬
dicated "intelligence."
Table 23 revealed that there was a low of 1 or .65 per cent for the
following standards* "dependability," "high school education," and the
"ability to do jobs for which they are hired*"
Weekly Wages of Negro Employees
The data obtained from the responses of llie k2 eH5)loyers of Franklin
County, Georgia, to the question, "What is the average wage per week of
your en5)loyees7" are presented in Table 2U*
TABIE 2U
DISTRIBUTION OF THE AVERAGE SAIARI PER WEEK OFFERED TO
NEGRO EMPLOYEES BY EMPLOYERS OF FRANKLIN COUNTY,
GEORGIA, 1959
Salazy Scale Number Per Cent
$10,00 - Ht.OO 0 0
15.00 - 19.00 3 5.6U
20.00 - 2li.00 2 3*76
25.00 - 29*00 8 15.0U
30,00 - 3U.00 11 20.68
35*00 - 39.00 6 11.28
Uo.oo - u*,oo 11 20.68
1+5*00 - U9.00 3 5.61+
50,00 - 5J[+,oo 5 9*1+0
55*00 - 59*00 1 1.88
60.00 - 61+.00 2 3*76
65*00 - 69*00 0 0
70.00 - 7U,00 1 1.88
75*00 - and over 0 0
Total 53 100.00
The data revealed that 11 or 20.68 per cent of the responses of the
employers indicated that the greatest number were paying their en^jloyees
either $30.00 - 3U«00 per ireek or $1|0.00 - 1^.00. There was a range of
$15*00 to $7U«00 per week.
Increase in Wages of Better Trained Negro En^loyees
The data obtained from the responses of the h2 employers of Franklin
County, Georgia, to the question, "If such persons that you employ wore
better trained in terms of common operations of Jobs in general, would ’
there be an Increase in their wages?" are presented in Table 25.
TABIE 25
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONi "IF SUCH
PERSONS THAT YOU EMPLOY WERE BETTER TRAINED IN TERSE OF
COMMON OPERATIONS OF JOBS IN GENERAL, WOUID THERE BE AN
INCREASE IN THEIR WAGES?", AS OBTAINED FROM THE EMPIOXERS
OF FRANKLIN COUNTY, GEORGIA, 1959




The data revealed that 32 or 76.16 per cent of the enq)loyers of
Franklin County indicated that there would be an increase in wages if the
enqployees were better trained in terms of common operations of Jobs in
general. The data also indicate that 10 or 23.80 per cent indicated that
unless wage scale in general increased that their wages wouJd remain the
same or vice versa.
Fair Increase in Wa^es
The data obtained from the responses of the i|2 employers of Franklin
Counly, Georgia, to the question, "What would be a fair increase in salary?"
$1
are presented in Table 26.
TABIE 26
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION* "WHA.T WOUID BE
k FAIR INCREASE IN SAIART IF 'WORKERS WERE BETTER TRAINED?" AS
OBTAINED FROM THE EMPLOIERS OF FRANKLIN COUNT!, GEORGIA, 19^9
Range of Increase Number Per Cent
$ii.6o - 9*0(5 6 IIJ75S
10*00 - 19*00 7 16*66
20.00 - 29*00 U 9*52
30.00 - 39-00 1 2.38
1*0*00 and bet-ter 1 2.38
No Response 23 Bk.7k
To-tal U2 100*00
There -were 6 or lli«28 per cent increase -within -Uie range of $1^ -to $9
per -vreekj 7 or 16«66 per cent increase -within -the range of $10 -to $19 per
week; 1 or 2*38 per cent increase -within -the range of $30 -to $39 per -week;
1 or 2 *38 per cent increase -within the range of $^0 and abo-ve* 23 or
per cent did not specify what a fair increase woiild be*
TABIE 27
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION* "DO YOU THINK
THAT THE SCHOOL COUID HELP BY KEEPING A LEST OF PERSONS
THAT MIGHT BE RECOMMENDED TO YOU?" AS OBTAINED FROM THE
EMPLOYERS OF FRANKLIN COUNTY, GEORGIA, 1959
Type of Response Number Per Cent
Yes 32 76.16
No 9 21.U2
No Response 1 2*38
To-tal U2 100*00
$8
List of Graduates for Recommendation
The data obtained from the responses of the k2 employers of Franklin
County, Georgia, to the question, ’•Do you think that the school could help
by keeping a list of graduates that might be recommended to you?** are pre¬
sented in Table 27*
There were 32 or 76«l6 per cent of the respondents who indicated that
such a list would bo helpful* 9 or 21*l4,2 per cent of the respondents in¬
dicated that such a list would not be helpful to them and one employer did
not respond to the question about a list of recommended graduates*
Classification of Negro Workers
The data obtained from the responses of the U2 employers of Franklin
County to -the statement question, "Classity workers that you have employed
or now en5)loy who have graduated from or attended the Franklin County Negro
High Schools,** are presented in Table 28*
TABIE 28
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE DIRECTION* **CIASSIFT
WORKERS THAT YOU HAVE EMPLOYED OR NOW EMPLOY WHO HAVE
GRADUATED FROM OR ATTENDED THE FRANKLIN COUNTY NECKO
HIGH SCHOOIS,** AS OBTAINED FROM THE EMPLOYERS OF
FRANKLIN COUNTY, GEORGIA, 1959
Classification of






No Response 19 1*5.22
Total 1*2 100,00
There were 9 or 21»h2 per cent of the respondents who indicated that
they classify their irorkers as being excellentj 11 or 26.18 per cent as
good; 3 or 7*llt per cent as average* None nere classified as either poor
or fair* 19 of the li.2 en^sloyers did not respond to the question, *How do
you classify your Negro norkers fiho have attended or graduated from the
Franklin County High Schools?"
TABLE 29
DISTRIBUTION OF JOBS AVAIIABIE TO FUTUBE GRADUATES OF THE
FRANKLIN HIGH SCHOOIS, AS INDICATED BT THE EMPLOTERS IN
FRANKLIN COUNT!, GEORGIA, 1959
Type of Available
Jobs Number Per Cent
Mechanics, Auto 7 13*l4l*
Grease Man 1 1*92
Yardman 1 1*92
Truck Driver 5 9*60




Mill Helper 1 1*92
Dry Cleaning 3 5.76
Brick-Stone Mason 2 3*82
Filling Station Porter 3 5.76
Clerk 1 1.92
Feed Mill 2 3.82
Don’t Know 5 9.60
No Response 1$ 30.72
Total 52 100*00
Specific Jobs Available to Negro Graduates in the Future
The data obtained from the responses of the 14,2 employers of Franklin County,
Georgia, to the question, "What specific Jobs do you think vrill be available
for the Negro graduates in your business in the futujre?" are presented in
Table 29.
There -were 7 or 13*l4l4 per cent of the responses from the 142 enqployers
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indicating that auto mechanics irould be among the available jobs in the
future for the graduates, $ or 9*60 per cent of th9 responses indicated
truck driver, 3 or 5*76 per cent of the responses of the en5)loyers indi¬
cated diy cleaning and filling station porters. There -was 1 or 1*92 per
cent of the responses of the en^loyers irho indicated grease man, yardman,
general service, maid, dairyman, mill helper and clerk.
Workers Required to Belong to Labor Union
The data obtained from the responses of the U2 en^loyers of Franklin
County, Georgia, 1958-1959 to the question, *Are your workers required to
belong to a Labor Union?" are presented in Table 30«
TABIE 30
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION* "ARB TOUR
WORKERS REQUIRED TO BELONG TO A lABOR UNION?" AS OBTAIIED
FROM THE EMPLOYERS OF FRANKLIN COUNTY, GEORGIA, 1959




There -were I4.2 or 100.00 per cent of the employers of Franklin County,
Georgia, iiho indicated that they did not require their -workers to belong
to a labor union.
Usual Cause of Firing Negro Employees
The data ob-bained from the responses of the U2 employers of Franklin
County, Georgia to -the question, "What are your usvial causes for firing
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your Negro Trorkers?" are presented in Table 31*
TABIE 31
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONi "WHA.T AES TOUR
USUAL CAUSES (REASONS) FOR FIRING WORKERS?" AS OBTAINED FROM
THE EMPLOIERS OF FRANKLIN COUNT!, GEORGIA, 19^9




Drinking on Job 5 9.1^0




Inability to Get Along With
Others 1 1.88
Being Garnisheed 2 3.76
Getting Jailed for Petty
Crimes 1 1.88
Not Keeping WellHIroomed 1 1.88
Discourteous 1 1.88
Lack of Punctuality 1 ■1.88
None Have Been Discharged 1 1.88
No Response 25 li7.00
Total 53 100.00
There irere 9 or 16.92 per cent of the responses from the employers in¬
dicating that their usual cause of firing nas "absenteeism." $ or 9.I4.O per
cent of the responses indicated "won’t -work" and "drinking on the job."
Thezv -were lU different reasons given for discharging Negro employees from
the job.
Reasons for Not En^loying Negroes
Ihe data obtained from the responses of the U2 en^loysrs of Franklin
County, Georgia to the question, "If you have not en^loyed Negroes, state
reasons for not en5>loying liiem?" are presented in Table 32*
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T&BIE 32
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE DIEECTIONi "IF YOU HAVE
NOT EMPLOYED NEGROES, STA.TE THE REASONS FOR NOT EMPLOYING
THEM," AS OBTAINED FROM THE EMPLOYERS OF
FRANKLIN COUNTY, GEORGIA, 19^9
Reasons Nuinber Per Cent
Use Them Nhen Needed 1 2*38
Incompetence 1 2.38
No Policy to Consider Negroes 1 2*38
No Accommodation for Negroes
Negroes Have Not Applied for
1 2.38
Employment 1 2.38
Enqiloy Negroes 37 87*06
Total U2 100.00
There -were 37 or 87*06 per cent of the respondents indicating that they
employed Negroes* There ivas 1 or 2*38 per cent of the en^loyers givixig
as the reason for not employing Negroes, "use them irhen needed," 1 or 2*38
per cent, "incon^jetence," "no policy to consider Negroes," no accommodation
for Negroes," and "Negroes have not applied for employment" represented
the thinking of 1 or 2*38 per cent of the employers*
CHAPTER III
SUIOIABY AM) CONCLCSIONS
Introductory Statement.-" The problem inrolyed in this stu<fy was
to determine the extent to irhioh the graduates of Franklin County Kbgro
High Schools, Franklin Counly, Georgia felt that their educational and
Tooational laaeds nere met during the period of 1946-1957* This chapter
is designed for the presentation of a summation of the data Inrolved in
this study ivith oouolusions and implications as determined frcm the
analysis of the data* Chapter III is further designed for the formu¬
lation of recommendations for the improvement of the ourrloulm of the
Carnesville Hegro Consolidated High School, Carnesyille, Georgia, in
order to provide more of the necessary experiences irhioh vdll more
adequately prepare student:s for better educational and vocational ad¬
justment* This consolidated school now represents what was once the
Franklin Couniy Mgh Schools*
Rnrpose of the Study*— The stu<!^ was designed to determine the
extent to which graduates felt the schools provided experiences which
were appropriate for meeting their educational and vocational zweds and
what improvements, if any, should be made in the curriculum in an
effort to better meet such needs* More specifically, the purpose of
this research is characterised qualitatively by the separate statements
which follow!
1* To ascertain the extent to which the educational and vocational
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programs of tha JVanklin County Negro High i»ohool8 have con¬
tributed and are still contributing to the occupational
training and success of Negroes in Franklin County* Georgia*
2* To ascertain to what extent the graduates of the Franklin
County Negro ffl.gh Schools are prepared to earn a living*
3* To ascertain what occupational opportunities are available to
Negroes in Franklin County* Gecrgia*
4* To determine the scope and nature of probable modifications of
the educational and vocational programs of Franklin County
Negro High Schools which may serve more adequately the needs
of the Negro students of Firanklin County* Georgia*
5* To Mcertain in what occupations the gradxuites of the Negro
High Sohools of Franklin County* Georgia are actually engaged*
6* To determine what course(s) of action* as derived from this
research* can the Flranklin County Negro Schools take in
implementing tdieir programs to meet the educational and
vocational needs of their graduates*
7* To formulate whatever implications, if any* fM* educational
theory and practice as may be derived from the euialysis an<^
interpretation of the data*
l^finition of Terms*— Since maiy words in education are used to
mean different things* as well as the same things, it seems expedient
to define certain terms used in this research as follows*
1* "Sduoational Heed," refers to the extent to irfiic h high school
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graduates hare been prepared to staooeed further study*
2* "Vocational Meed," refers to the extent to udiich the high
school graddates are prepared to succeed in an occupation
or vocation without fvurther stud^*
3* "Follow-Up," refers to a service intended to secure information
about high school graduates and to provide oontinhing
educational services to students after they have oanpleted
high school*
4* "Curriculum," includes all of the experiences which the
school provides for the students*
Research Design*—' The research design of this study is presented
under the captions to follow!
1* Locale • ^he locale of this study was the Public Schools fbr
lilegroes of Fbanklin County, Georgia where the field work
connected with the research was done* The clerical and
statistical work was carried on in the heme of the writer*
Up to 1957, there were three hi^ schools in Franklin County,
Georgia, with an elementsuy enrollment of 525 children and 157
high school students* The July 1957 population statistics, as
reported by the Georgia Department of Public Sealth, showed
that Franklin County had a population of 13,800* Of this
nunber, twelve thousand one hundred are shite and one thousand
seven hundred are Segroes*
The three high schools up through the mid-year of 1957 were
combination schools, accommodating the elementary high
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school pupils frcm the Carxwsville, Lavonia and Rpyston areas
respectively* There were twenty-one teachers including three
teaching prineipals €U3d one teacher of vocational agriculture*
The principal of oae of the elementary schools had received the
Master of Arts degree* eighteen teachers and principals had
received the Bachelor degree (Science) and the three other
teachers had three years of college training* Presently* the
elementary school of Eoyston is the only Negro school in the
county that has an accreditation hy the Georgia Accrediting
Commission of the Georgia Department of Sduoation*
The program of the sohools'rhave been to a great degree subject-
oentei^d* An agricultural and vocatioxud department of home
econmnics was added to the Carikesville Negro School in 1942* A
few years later the department of Vocational Home Econmnics was
discontinued and the department of Vocational Agriculture was
shifted to another looatio]i* There w%s no science laboratoiy
at either of the three high schools* however there was a
fairly adequate supply of shop equipment* though this equipment
was badly worn cuid obsolete at the Eoyston Bigh School*
The out-of-olass activities in the Carnesvllle* ficyston and
Lavonla High ^^hools provided experiences that would not have
been obtained elsewhare* The students were permitted to become
members of aiy school organisation which he/she felt rendered
the greater benefits* Basketball* Glee Club* Mixed Chorus,
New Farmers of America* Hi-Y* Tri-Hi-T* Dramatic Club* and Fire
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Marshall Units trere among the out-of-class activities found
in the three high schools*
2* I^riod of Study - This study was conducted throughout the
1958-1959 school year*
3* Snb.jeots - Tbs subjects involved in this study were (a) the
graduates of the Frnedclin County Hegro High Schools fran 1946—
1957* and (b) the employers of establislaeats and other persons
who employed or had the potentialities for employing Msgroes
fran 1946-1957* of Franklin Covinty* Georgia*
4* Instruments - The data gathering Instrisnents ndiioh were used
to collect the necessary data for this research weret (a) two
specifically designated guestioimalres and Intex^ew patterns
idiich were constructed under the ccmpetent supervision of
members of the facuity• School of Education* Atlanta
University* Atlanta* Georgia (b) and the {wrmanent records of
the graduates of the legro High Schools of franklin County*
Georgia* for the period of 1946-1957*
5* Ifethod of Research - The Descriptive-Survey Method of Besearch*
utilizing the specific techniques of the questionnaire
inteirview* was used to collect the pertinent data to fulfill
the expressed purpose of this study*
Criterion of Reliability — The criterion of reliability for
validating the data was the accuracy and authenticity of the
records* the interviews* and the reactions of the subjects
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‘whioh constituted the source of the data*
7. Treatment of data - The hasio data obtained frop the question¬
naires, structured interviews, and permanent records were
assembled into appropriate tables, and statistically an^/o®*
logically treated as indicated by the purposes of this study,
which in turn were interpreted, with the results as reported
in Chapter II*
Rrooedure*— The procedure that was used for gathering, analysing,
interpreting euid presenting of the data followed the pattern below*
1* k surrey of related literature pertinent to this study was
meide and summarised in written form*
2* Officials and others directly concerned with the school
programs reoeired explanations of the purposes of the study
in order to get their cooperation*
5* Two questionnsdres were constructed and validated under the
ocmpetent supervision of the faculty members of the School of
Bducation, Atlanta Universi'ty*
4* Ccmpilation of a list of the graduates of the Begro High Schools
of Franklin County, Georgia for the period of 1946-1957 was made.
5* The questionnaires and/or interviews were administered to the
graduates axid business establishments, respectively, in order
to obtain the necessary data for fulfillment of the study*
6* The data obtained through the questionxiaires and interviews
were assembled into appropriate tables amd figures!
statistically and logically treated as indicated by the
purposes of this study*
7* The fiidings, conclusions, implications and recommendations
stemming from the ani^sfts and interpretation of the data are
presented in the final thesis form as prescribed by the iohool
of Education, Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia*
_Sununary of Related Literature*— The summary of the related
literature pertinent to this study will fall under throe captions.
6?
nmelyi the Philosopl^ of Vooational Education, Pollow-Up and Related
Studies, and Implications for Cwrioulvon Planning. Basic summaries and
inferences are set forth under their appropriate captions.
Philosophy of Education
1. By the uniformity of the literature, it is the consensus of
most of the authorities that Tocational education should be regarded as
basic of major concern to society. By means of the schools, man
must transmit frcm generation to generation the knowledge and skills
xieoessary to sustain life and to carry on the world* s work.
2. It was also rewsaled that the breaking of tensions or the
solring of problems is a step toward the dewelopoent of an envlroment.
The rural-urban shifts in population, the mechanisation of farming,
improvements in transportation and oaamunication, atcmie energy,
hydrogen fission, and ballistic missies challenge our imerioan
Ingenuity and resourcefulness.
8. Vooational education is a necessity and has existed in some
form since the beginning of hm4n life on earth. That the greatest
resources of any nation are the dndeveloped skills and thm vocational
possibilities.
Follow-Up and Related Studies
1. Thie follow-up study is gaining extensive interest by ixjdividuals
and groups. These surveys are rendering valuable servioes for the
evaluation of school progrems ly those who have already faced problems
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of adjustment in adulthood*
2* The follow-up is valuable in providing informftion on the
occupational opportunities for the school leavers and the trend in the
demand for workers*
Implications for Curriculun Revision or Modification
1* Curriculum evaluation and curriculum development must be
continuous*
2* It is not safe to assvime that the most intelligent high school
graduates will enter college*
Basic Findings*— The following findings are drawn directly from
the interpretation of the data as presented in this study*
Destination or Bsroentage of Returned Questionnaires Table 1
The data on the percentage of returns of usable questioxmaires sent the
graduates of the Rranklin County Regro High Schools* Franklin County*
Georgia* 1946-1957 are presented as follows} Out of the 114 copies of
the questionnaires distributed to the graduates* there were 98 or 85*96
per cent usable copies returned*
Year and Sex of Graduates Table 2
The data obtained from the persMUMuxt records of the Franklin Couzrty
Rsgro High Schools* Franklin County* Georgia, 1946-1957 indicate that
there were a total of 114 graduates* Of this number 59 or 54*22 per
cent were male graduates and 75 or 65*78 per cent were femede graduates*
The greatest totals were 16 or 15*05 per cent for 1957* 16 or 15*05 per
cent for 1955* 14 or 15*28 per cent for 1956* The lowest totals of 8
or 7*02 per cent were for 1946* 1948 and 1952* respectively*
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Location, of Graduates laoio o
The data ebtained froo the 98 graduates of the Franklin County Schools,
Fraiiklin County, Georgia 1946-1987 indicated that 12 or 12*24 per cent
of the male graduates and 22 or 22.44 per cent of the female graduates
mere living in JVanklin County, Georgia; 5 or 6.10 per cent of the male
graduates and 20 or 20.40 per cent of the female graduates mere living
elsewhere in Georgia; and 19 or 19*38 per cent of the male graduates
and 20 or 20.40 per cent of the female graduates mere living outside
of Georgia*
Additional Training of Graduates (Male) Table 4
The data from the responses of the 36 male graduates of the Franklin
County High Schools, Franklin County, Georgia 1946-1957 to the
question; •‘What additional training have you had since high school?"
are presented as follows; There mere 16 or 44*32 per cent of the 36
who indicated they had additional training in either trade, correspond-
ex»e courses, or juziior college sinoe graduating from high school*
Additional Tredning Graduates (Female) Table 5
The data obtained from the responses of the 62 female graduates of the
Franklin County High Schools, Franklin *^ounty, Georgia 1946-1987 to
the question; "lifhat additional training have you had since hi^
school?" are presented as follows; There mere 18 or 27*16 per cent mho
indicated they had pursued additional training beyond high school in
each of the seven areas specified on the questionnaire and 44 or 72*84
per cent who had not attempted any addltiona training*
Present Occupation of Graduates Table 6
The data obtained fron the responses of the 98 graduates of the
franklin County High Sohools, Franklin County, Georgia 1946-1957 to
the question; "In what occupation are you engaged at present?" are
presented as follows; The greatest nianber and per oentage mere, 6 or 6*46
per cent of the males, truck drivers and 34 or 40*91 per oeii of ths
females, maids*
Seasons for Graduates Takiiig Present Jobs Table 7
The data obtained from the responses of the 98 graduates of the
fVanklin County High Schools, Franklin County, Georgia 1946-1957 to the
question; "What was yowr reason for taking your present job?" The major
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reason for taking the present jobs out of the six categories listed in
the questionnaire is presented as follows* 5^here were 9 or 8*18 per cent
of the male graduates and 17 or 15*32 per cent of the females who stated
as their reason • *the only job available**
I^rsons Who Graduates Conferred wilii in Selection
of Job ®
The data obtained frcm the responses of 98 graduates of ilio Franklin
Counly High Schools, Frasaklin County, Georgia 1946-1957 to the question*
*Who conferred with you in the selection of this job7" are presented
as follows» There were 14 or 13*30 per cent of the malsrs who indicated
their friends, and SO or 28*50 per cent of the females indicated their
friends* Hone of the graduates indicated conferring with thsir
principals
Subject Which Helped Graduates Prepare for Jobs Table 9
The data obtained from the responses of the 98 graduates of the
Franklin Couxxty High Schools, Franklin County, Georgia 1946-1957 to the
question* *What school subjects helped most to prepare you for this
job?* are presented as follows* There were 14 or 13*82 per cent of the
males who indicated mathematics and 25 or 30*32 per cent of the females
who indicated heme eoenemies which at this time was not vocational*
Information and Skill Hsoesscury for the Job Table 10
The data obtained frcm the responses of the 98 graduates of the
Franklin County High Schools, franklin County, Georgia 1946-1957 to the
question* *What information and kkill are mcessary to do the job that
you are now doing?* are presented as follows* Out of the six categories
listed in the questionnaire, 12 or 9*25 per cent of the males indicated
the "ability to road and write and 26 or 20*96 per cent of the females
indicated also the "ability to read and write*"
Job Bequirement of Graduates Table 11
The data obtedned from the responses of the 98 graduates of Franklin
County High i^ohools, Franklin County, Georgia 1946-1957 to the question*
"Were you trained on the job?" are presented as follows* There were 18
or 18*18 per cent of the 36 males who indicated that they were trained
on the job and 36 or 36*36 per cent of the females indicated that they
were not trained on the job*
Reparation Other Than Reoeived fron the School
Could Have Repared the Graduates Better for
Life's Work Table 12
The data obtained frcm the responses of the 98 graduates of the
Franklin County Negro High School, Ranklin County, Georgia to the
quostioni "What preparation other than that received would have
prepared you better for yom* life's work?" are presented as follows*
Ther4 were 20 or 16«80 per cent of the responses from the male
graduates indicating, "none*" Four or S*36 per cent listed typing and
informed department of,agriculture respectively* There were 32 or
26*88 per cent of the responses from the female, graduates also in¬
dicating "none." There were 14 or 11*76 per cent ixidicating well
equipped heme econimios department and 13 or 7*56 per cent indicating
typing*
Resent Scale of Wages Table 13
The data obtained from the responses of the 98 graduates of the
Franklin County High School, Franklin County, Georgia 1946-1957 to the
questions "What is your present weeklu soetle of wages?” are presented
as follows* There were 9 or 9*18 per cent of Idie males.receiving a
salary of #25*00 - |29*00 and 9 or 9*18 per cent receiving a weekly
salary of #50*00 - #54*00* There were 8 or 8*16 per cemt of the
females receiving #10*00 to #14*00 per week and 7 or 7*14 per cent
receiving a weekly salary of #20*00 - #24*00 per week* The salaries
of the female graduates ranged Rem #5*00 - #9*00 to #60*00 - #64*00
per week* The salaries of the male graduates ranged from #15*00 -
#19*00 to #90*00 - #94*00*
Satisfaction with Resent Wages Table 14
The data obtained from the responses of the 98 graduates of the
Franklin County High ^hools, Franklin County, Georgia 1946-1957 to the
questions "are you sttlsfied with your present wages?” are presetted
as followss There were 20 or 20*40 per cent of the 96 male graduates
who indicated that they were not satisfied and 30 or 30*60 per cent of
the female graduates who did not respond to the questions are you
satisfied with yotur present weekly salary*
Advanemnent Resent Job Offers Table 15
The data obtained from the responses of the 98 graduates of the
Ranklin County High Schools, Ranklin County, Georgia 1946-1957 to the
questions "What advanoemexib does this job offer?" are presented as
followss There were 16 or 14*94 per cent of the male graduates who
indicated an increase in salary and 16 or 14*94 per cent of the other
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responses indicated that the present jobs offered no adTancement. There
were 10 or 9*54 per cent of the female graduates who indicated an in¬
crease in salary as the advancement and 48 or 44«83 per cent others
replied fron the females indicated none*
Different T^rpes of Jobs Graduates Held T#>le 16
The data obtaii»d from the responses ^ the 98 graduates of the
Franklin County Hi^ fc*chools, Fraiiklin County, Georgia 1946-1957 to the
statement* "List the different kinds of jobs you have held since leaving
hi^ school" are presented as follows* There were two areas followed
mostly by the males, 8 or 5.20 per cent were service station porters and
7 or 4*65 per cent hospital attendants* There were 37 or 24*05 per cent
of the female graduates who seemed to follow domestic services as an
occupation*
Training in Limited or Selected Trades Table 17
The data obtaixied from the lesponses of the 98 graduates of the
Franklin County High ^hool, Franklin County, Georgia 1946-1957 to the
question* "Do you think that the Franklin County ^hools, Fraiiklin
County, Georgia should offer training in a limited or selected number
of trades?" are presented as follows* There were 16 or 11*26 per cent
who suggested auto mechanics for the male graduates and 18 or 12*67 per
cent suggested commercial courses*
Subjects Other Than Those Taught Table 18
The data obtained from the responses of the 98 graduates of the
Franklin County ffi.gh Schools, Franklin County, Georgia 1946-1957 to the
question* "Do you think that the Franklin County Schools, Franklin
County, Georgia should teach subjects other than those taught you?" are
presented as follows* There were 16 or 11*34 per cent of the male
graduates who suggested business course* 11 or 7*80 per cent, foreign
languages, and 10 or 7*09 per cent, four years of science with adequate
laboratory facilities* There were 18 or 12*76 per cent of the female
graduates who suggested business courses, and IS or 10*64 per cent
foreign languages*
Baroentage of Beturned Questionnaires of Baployer Table 19
The data obtained ft*om the responses of the employers of the graduates
of PVanklin Counly Negro High Schools, IVanklin County, Georgia, 1946-
1957, are presented as follows* Out of the 43 copies of the question¬
naire distributed to the employers, there were 42 or 97*69 per cent
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usable ooples returned*
Oooupational Status of Begroes During and After 1946 Table 20
The data obtained from the responses of the 42 employers of the
graduates of Franklin County Negro High Schools, Franklin County,
Georgia to the questioni “In what capacity have you employed Negroes
during 4nd sinoe 19467“ are presented as followst Out of the 73 jobs
offered to Negroes in ?ranklin County by the 42 employers, 13 or 17*81
per dent were maids nad 12 or 16*44 per cent were truck drivers*
Present Occupational Status of Negroes Table 21
The data obtaixted from the responses of the 42 employers of the
graduates of Franklin County^ Negro High Schools, Franklin County,
Georgia to the question! “In what capacity are you presently employiisg
Negroes?“ are presented as follows! 9 or 14*76-per cent were maids and
8 or 13*12 per cent were presently employed in general service work*
Possible OccupationsJ Status in the fViture Table 22
The data obtained from the responses of tbs 42 employers of the
graduates of Franklin County Negro High School, Franklin County,
Georgia 1958'-1959 to the question! “In what capacity do you or would
you hire Negroes in the future, if they were trained in the desired
position87“ are presented as follows! There was a decrease in the numbsor
of employees reflected in Table 21* The major occupations were truck
drivers and mechanics respectively*
Requirements or Standards for Bnployment Tcdile 23
The data obtained from the responses of the 42 employers of the
graduates of Franklin County Negro High School, Freuaklin County,
Georgia 1958-1959 to the question! “IVhat requirmnents or standards do
you have for hiring Negro workers?".are presented as follows! The
majority of the employers indicated their requirements or standards for
hiring Negroes as, “honesty*"
Average Salary of Negro Boployees Table 24
The data obtained from the responses of the 42 employers of Franklin
County, Georgia 1958-1959 to the question! “What is the rsinge of the
wsekly salary of your Negro employees?" are.presented as follows! There
were an equal number of employers, 11 or 20*68 per cent paying thslr
workers within these two ranges! |30*00 - $34*00 and #40*00 - $44*00*
If Better Trained, Increase in. Wages Table 25
The data obtained from the responses of the 42 employers of the
graduates of Franklin County Negro High Schools, PVanklin Couniy,
Georgia 1958-1959 to the question* "If such persons as you do employ
were better trained in terms of common operations of Jobs in general,
would there bo an increase in their salariost" are presented as follows*
32 or 76*16 per cent indicate that there would bo an increase in salary
anA 10 or 23*80 per cent indicated that they would not pay an increase
since their work was satisfactory*
Fair Increase in Salary Table ^
The data obtained frtaa the*^'responses of the 42 employers of the
graduates of Franklin County Nsgro High School, Frainklln County,
Georgia 1958-1959 to the question* "If there would be an increase,
what would you consider as a fair increase?" are presented as follows*
There were 7 or 16*66 per cent of the employers indicating |10*00 -
$19*00 per week*
List of Persons HeocDmendedrto Saployers Table 27
The data obtained from the responses of the 42 employers of the
graduates of the Franklin County Nsgro High School, Franklin County,
Georgia 1958-1959 to the question* "Do you think that the school could
help by keeping a list of persons that might be recommended to you?"
are presented as follow8*There were 32 or 76*19 per cent who responded
that a list would not help them and 9 or 21*42 per cent Indicated that
such a list would be helpful*
Bnplcyers* Classification of Nsgro Workers Table 26
The data obtained from the responses of the 42 employers of the
graduates of the Franklin County Negro High School, PViuiklin County,
Georgia 1958-1959 to the question* "How do you classify workers you
now or have employed who have attended or graduated from the Franklin
County Nsgro High Schools?" are presented as follows* There were 11 or
26*18 per cent of the 42 employers who indicated that they classified
these workers as "good,* 9 or 21*42 per cent as excellent and 19 or
45*32 per cent of.the employers did not respond*
Jobs Available to Gh'aduates Table 29
The data obtained frm the responses of the 42 employers of the
graduates of the Franklin County Negro High Schools, PVanklin County*
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Georgia 1968-1969 to the question! "TShat speeifio jobs do you think
■iri.ll be available to Negro graduates in your business in the fu-fcuret
are presented as follows! There ■were 7 or 13*44 per cent who indicated
auto mechanics and 16 or 30*72 per cent who did not respond to the
question on the future opportunities for the employment of Negroes, 6
or 9*60 per cent indioa'ted, don't know, and 5 or 9*60 per cent indi-
oa-ted truck dri-vners#
Workers Required to Belong to Labor Union Table 30
The data obtained from the responses of the 42 employers of the
graduates of the franklin bounty Negro High Schools, Franklin County,
Georgia 1968-1959 to the question! "Are your workers required to belong
to a Labor Union?" are presen'fced as follows! There were 100*00 per cent
of the employers of Franklin County, Georgia indicating they did not
require employees to belong to a labor union*
Usual Causes for Firing Negro Workers Table 31
The data obtained from the responses of the 42 employers of the
graduates of the Franklin Coun'iy Negro High School, Franklin Coun'ty,
Georgia 1958-1959 to the question! "What are the usual causes of
firing your Negro workers?" are presented as follows! There were 9 or
16*92 per cent of the employers indicating absenteeism as the cause
of firing their Negro employees* There were 25 or 47*00 per cent who
did not respond to this question*
Reasons for Not Suploying Negroes Table 32
The data obtcdned from the responses of_the 42 employers of the
graduates of the Franklin Coun-ly Negro High Schools, Franklin County,
Georgia 1968-1959 to the question! "If J?ou have not used Negroes, what
are your reasons for not employing them?" are presented as follows!
There were 37 or 87*06 per cent of the 42 employers using Negro workers;
the low of 1 or 2*38 per cent indioa'ted the use of them when needed*
Inocmpetenoe, no policy to consider Negro workers, end Negroes ha'Te notapplied for employment were some of the other reasons given*
Conclusions*— From an examination of the data, the following
conclusions have been drawn!
1* That there is a definite weakness in the school's curriculum
in that it does not provide training in Business, Foreign
Languages, Auto Mechanics, Carpentry and Brick and Stone Masonry*
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2» The curricula offerings of the Franklin County Hegro High
Schools did not provide high school pupils with vocational
plaowenty guidance experiences sufficient to meet*
with any appreciable degree of adequacy, the need for earning
a living after school*
3* The Franklin County Negro High Schools are not maintaining a
desirable level of motivation for graduates to pursue
further study after himpleting high school*
4* The employers of Franklin County, Georgia have given and are
giving very little thought to employing Negro workers in cuy
adequate numbers other than in personal and geiseral service
work*
5* The mobility of the graduates of the Fl'anklin County Negro
High Schools is very high, with only 60*18 per cent of the 98
graduates who returned copies of the questionnaire anct/or
interviewed, were still living in Franklin County, Georgia or
the State of Georgia*
Implications*— The implications for educational theory eu3d
prcustice that grew out of this stu<^ are presented belows
1* The curriculum of the Franklin County Negro High Schools,
Frcudclin County, Georgia appears to be inadequate in meeting
the needs of its students and the ccmmunity which it serves
indicating a serious and immediate need for the staff to
consider the possibilities of ourricnlaa revision and
modification in order to encourage more of its graduates to
continue their studies in the area of trades and general
education*
2* The school should provide cousses in the areas of Business,
F(»*eign Languages, Science with adequate laboratory experiences.
Carpentry and Auto Mechanics, Brick and Stone Masonry*
3* There is a need for an effective and efficient guidanse program
that will acquaint the pupils with occupational information*
The occupational information phase should be closely allied
with the Employment Services in order to provide students with
inforaation regarding requirements, s&laries, possibilities for
advancement and opportunities for specific occupations*
4* The negative responses on the questionnsdres suggest that
students need more vocational information*
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Reoonun93adatlonB«—» It is felt that the findings of this study
would warrant the following reocBuoendationst
!• That the ourrioulvn .offerings be studied* rerised* and
expanded to provide'oanioerical courses* foi*eign languages*
soiextoe with adequate laboratory experiences* carpentry^ and
auto meohanios under the supeirvision of qualified personnel*
2* That an In-Seirvioe Education'Srogrsm on ourrioulum rerision
be planned for administrators* teachers* students and lay
people*
3* That a strong functional guidance program be Iniuigurated with
emphasis on occupational information* placement* adTantage of
advanced stu^y and vocational appreciation*
4* That periodic followup studies similar to this one be made so
as to oontixme the development of the currioulim in order that
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A Followup Study of Former Graduates of the Negro Schools of Fraoklin
Coun'ty* Georgia for the Period, 1946-1957
Please anseer all questions truthfully* Yoia' answers will be confidential
and will be used only for statistical purposes and for the improvement of
our school program*
1* Your name Date
Address
2* Year you graduated from high school^
5* miat additional training have you had since high schoolt
( ) Correspondence ( ) IVirate Lessons
( ) Trade ( ) Four Year College
( ) Junior College ( ) Business
( ) Others (Speoift)
______










( ) Others (Speoify)
( ) Truck Driver
( ) Auto MeohaMo
( ) Radio Repairman
( ) Civil Serriee
( ) Sei^ee Station Porter
( ) Dry Cleaning & Messing
( ) Registered Nurse
( ) Household Manager
( ) Owner of Kutlness ( ) General Service Work
( ) Deliveryman ( ) Secretary
( ) Brick or Stone Mascn( ) Teacher
( ) Carpenter ( ) Eleotrioian
( ) Minister ( ) Entertainer
5* What was your reason for taking your present job?
( ) The only job available ( ) Chajioes for advancement
( ) Interested in this kind of work ( ) Good pay
( ) Did not know what else to do ( ) Did not want to leave heme
( ) Others (Specify)
6* Who eonforred ifith you in. the selection of this job?
( ) Father ( ) Mother ( ) Teacher ( ) Coach ( ) Friend ( ) Classmate
( ) IVinoipal ( ) Agriculture Teacher ( ) Hcmerocm Teacher
( ) Teacher Heme Economics ( ) Others (Specif^)
?• What school subjects helped most to prepare you for this job?
( ) Vocational Agriculture ( ) Heme j^onomics ( ) English () Science
( ) Foreign Languages ( ) Mathematics ( ) Social Science ( ) Others
8* What information and skills are necessary to do the job that you are
now doing?
( ) Special Training ( ) Ability to read and write
( ) Personal Qualification ( ) Knowing what the job required before hand
( ) Others (Specify) ________ ___________ _____________
9« Were you trained on the job? ( } Yes ( } Ho
10« What preparation, other than that you have received could this echool
have given you that would have better prepared you for yovir life’s work?
11* What is your present scale of wages per week? Check one*
( ) |10*00-$14*00 ( } I25.00-l29.00 ( ) t40.00-$44*00
( ) tl5.00-$19.00 ( ) |30.00-$34.00 ( ) |45.00-$49.00
( } |20.00-$24.00 ( ) |35.00-$39.00 ( ) 150.00-^54.00
( ) Others (Specify)
____________
12* Are you satisfied jAth your present wages? ( ) Yes ( ) No
13* What advancement does this job offer?
( ) None ( ) Increase in Sedary ( ) Promotion Status
( ) Opportunity for further training ( ) Others (Specify)
14. How would you eoxisider your present occupation?
( ) Very Satisfactory ( ) Satisfactory ( ) Not Satisfactory
( ) Extremely Unsatisfactory ( ) Others (Specify)
15« List the different kinds of jobs you have held since graduating from
high school*
a* b*
Do you think that the Negro High Schools in Franklin County should
offer training in a limited or selected nunber of trades^
( ) Yes ( ) No










19* Do you think that the Negro High Schools in franklin ^ounty should
offer training in subjects other than those taught you?
( ) Yes ( ) No
20* If your answer is yes to question 19, list the subjects below*
a* b*
0* d*







A Survey of Job Opportunities for Negroes in ^’ranklin County, Georgia -1946-1957
Questionnaire for determining available jobs for the graduates of the
Franklin County Negro High Schools frcm 1946-1957 and possible jobs for
the graduaibes in the future#
!• Past ^ployment of Negroes ^
In-what capacity have you employed Negroes during and since 1946*
( ) Cook ( ) Truck Driver ( ) Service Station Porter
( ) Porter ( ) Auto Mechanic ( ) Cleaning A ]^essing
( ) Butcher ( ) Radio Repadrman ( ) Registered Nurse
( ) Barber ( ) Civil Sertioe ( ) IVabtioal Ntnrse
( ) Maid ( ) Owner of Business ( ) Household Manager
( ) Clerk ( ) Deliveryman ( ) General Sei^ce Work
( ) Janitor
( ) Salesman
( ) Brick or Stone Mason( ) Secretary
( ) Teacher
( ) Others (Specify) ______
2« Aresent %ployment of Negroes
( ) Cook ( ) Truck Driver ( ) Service Station Porter
( ) Porter ( ) Auto Mechanic ( ) Dry Cleaning & Rressing
( ) Butcher ( ) Radio Repairman ( ) Registered Nurse
( ) Maid ( ) Civil Service ( ) IVaotical Nurse
( ) Clerk ( ) Owner of Business ( ) Household Manager
( ) Janitor ( ) Deliveryman ( ) General Service Work
( ) Salesman ( ) Brick or btone Mason( ) Secretluy
( ) Barber ( ) Teacher
( ) Others (Specify)
3# In what capacity would you hire Negroes in the future, if they were
trained in the desired positions?
4« TOiat requirejaenfcs or steuadards do you havo for hiring Negro workers^
( ) Honesty ( ) Intelligence ( ) Special Training
( ) Ihe ability to get along ifith others ( ) High School Education
( ) The ability to read and urite ( ) Coapetenoe ( ) Physical Stamina
( ) Elementary Education ( ) Others (Specify) _________ . -
5« Indicate by a cross the range of the weekly salary of your employees*












( ) ♦so.00 and over
( ) iarerage for skilled labor such as manonry. eto* ♦_
6* If such persons as you do employ were better trained in terms of
ccDunon operations of jobs in general, would there be an inoreeise in
their salaries?
( ) Yes ( ) No
If answer is yea, what would a fair increase be? _________________
7* Do you think that the school could help by keeping a list of persons
that might be recommended to you?
( ) Yes ( ) No
8* Classify workers that you now employ or have employed who have
graduated from or attended the fVanklln Couniy Negro High Schools*
( ) Excellent ( ) Good
( ) Average ( ) Poor
( ) Others (Specify) ________
( ) Fair
( )
9* Ehat speoiflo jobs do you think will be avedlable to our Negro





10« Are you workers required to belong to a labor vtnloxi?
( ) Yes C ) No





12* If you have not used Negores* whft are your reasons for not
employing them?
